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Abstract 
Stress conditions leading to rock deformation influence how a rock will ultimately deform. 
However, the internal distribution of stress in an elastically anisotropic rock under load, a 
precursor to rock deformation, is not well understood. Two models that may describe the 
distribution of stress in polycrystals include the Reuss bound and stress percolation. The Reuss 
bound, when applied to a polycrystal, describes isostress on each grain resulting in homogeneous 
intragranular strain and heterogeneous intergranular strain. The stress percolation model involves 
a network of strong contacts or force chains containing domains of high stress interwoven 
through areas of lower stress that are heterogeneous at an intragranular and intergranular scale. 
An experiment has been devised to measure the intragranular stress state of a polycrystal to 
understand rock deformation. Experimentally measuring stress is possible through Raman 
spectroscopy, which is capable of quantifying elastic strain changes in a crystal lattice by looking 
at a change in spectral peak position between a non-loaded and loaded polycrystal.  A 
megapascal load was applied through a uniaxial hand vice equipped with a load cell on a 
millimeter-sized rectangular parallelepiped consisting of quartz Tiger’s Eye. Spectra were 
measured on the surface at specific locations on the sample in a loaded and non-loaded state. 
Stress was calculated at each location, and a stress raster was created to show the stress state of 
the polycrystalline rock. A grain orientation map using EBSD was collected on the surface of the 
sample, then overlain with the stress raster, creating the stress map. In several large quartz 
grains, the map shows an intergranular heterogeneous stress distribution. An interconnecting 
pattern of raster cells classified as high stress, as well as groups of raster cells classified as low 
stress, show evidence of an intergranular stress percolation pattern. Results show that the stress 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Background 
1.1 Introduction 
It is well understood how single crystals deform, but what is less understood is how an aggregate 
of crystals with different orientations will deform. A single crystal has an arrangement of atoms 
assembled in a long-range three-dimensional pattern. The pattern of atoms can be described by 
several point, and translational symmetry operations, which are characterized relative to their 
position in a convenient coordinate system with the principal axes labeled a, b, and c. The 
arrangement of atoms in a non-isometric crystal along the a-axis will be different from that of the 
b, or c-axis, leading to elastic and mechanical properties that are orientation-dependent. An 
example of elastic anisotropy can be seen in the a- and c-axes of quartz. The a-axis is 
approximately 50% more compressible than the c-axis (Hazen, 1989; Angel, 1997). When a 
boundary condition of uniaxial stress is imposed on a single crystal, the first reaction in the 
lattice is elastic. As stress increases, the crystal eventually plastically deforms via well-
understood deformation mechanisms. A single crystal with an imposed boundary condition will 
strain predictably via its intrinsic elastically anisotropic properties if nothing surrounds the single 
crystal to impede the strain (Figure 1.1a). A single crystal amid other neighboring crystals will 
not be able to have the same intrinsic reaction to stress due to the limitations of the crystal's 
neighbors and their orientation-dependent anisotropic properties. The reaction of a crystal grain 
within a polycrystal must be compatible with each neighbor’s reaction. The outer boundary 
condition of uniaxial stress that was initially imposed upon the polycrystal would be very 
different from the boundary condition imposed on the individual crystal grain by its crystal 
neighbors (Figure 1.1b). What is not understood in anisotropic materials is how the external 
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boundary conditions placed on the aggregate is related to the inner boundary conditions that are 
unique to every single crystal within the aggregate (Burnley, 2013).  
The commonality of anisotropic minerals in the Earth creates an underlying problem for 
comprehending stress and strain. The Voigt (1928) iso-strain, and Reuss (1929) iso-stress, are 
mathematical upper and lower bounds defining the stress and strain distribution in a polycrystal 
(Hirsekorn 1988). These models do not account for the assortment of strain heterogeneity in the 
bulk of Earth materials. To test stress distribution in a polycrystal, Burnley (2013) created a two-
dimensional finite element model consisting of hexagonal ‘grains’ with a variety of elastic and 
mechanical properties. When the model was compressed, a stress percolation pattern emerged. 
The stress percolation model is proposed as an alternative to the Reuss model in understanding 
the distribution of stress in a polycrystal (Burnley, 2013). The goal for these series of 
experiments is to observe the magnitude of stress in natural polycrystalline materials using 
experimental methods to discover if the distribution of stress follows a Reuss iso-stress model, or 
if there could be a new paradigm for stress distribution. Measuring stress distributions in natural 
polycrystalline rock will set the groundwork for understanding the development of micro and 
macro-deformation patterns such as shear localization, deformational rock fabrics, foliation, and 
fractures (Burnley 2013).  
1.2 Experimental Summary 
This experiment tested the elastic response of single-crystal and polycrystal samples to an 
imposed uniaxial load to determine the nature of stress distribution. Raman spectroscopy was 
used to measure characteristic pressure-dependent spectral peaks of single-crystal and 
polycrystalline calcite and quartz samples. Spectra were collected on samples with no imposed 
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stress; then, the measurement was repeated using the same samples at the same locations with an 
imposed uniaxial load. The change in peak positions between the two spectrums showed the 
elastic strain response of the crystal.  Spectra were mapped across the surface of single-crystal 
samples, as well as polycrystalline samples. Single crystal samples were used as a control for the 
polycrystal tests based on the assumption that a single boundary condition applied to a single 
relatively flawless crystalline lattice should produce a single strain at all points in the crystal, 
which would produce a uniform Raman stress shift. Polycrystal tests were conducted at a scale 
that intragranular and intergranular relationships could be observed. The peak positions of the 
no-load spectrum would then be subtracted from the peak positions from loaded spectrum 
resulting in a Raman stress shift that was then converted to stress. Stress at individual 
measurement locations were mapped for polycrystal tests using Esri ArcMap software. A 
polycrystal stress map was then be analyzed through direct observation to determine the nature 
of stress distribution in the sample. I hypothesized that the stress percolation model better 
represents the stress distribution in a polycrystal over a Reuss state of iso-stress.  
1.3 Background 
These experiments draw from many scientific concepts that are different but interconnected in a 
way that enables stress to be measured and mapped across the surface of a polycrystalline 
material. A brief overview of stress, strain, and elasticity is described, followed by traditional 
elastic models that describe stress and strain in a polycrystal, and a brief overview of stress 
percolation. A background on Raman spectroscopy is then addressed, followed by an overview 
of the experimental materials used in the experiment. 
1.3.1 Stress, Strain, and Elasticity 
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Stress and strain are two second-rank tensors that represent the force on an object, and an 
force (F) distributed over an area (A) (Nye 1985). 
=        (1) 
When stress is imposed on a three-dimensional object, stress can be described as a second-order 
tensor. The stress tensor (2) describes the force on an object in three dimensions through linear 
equations and can be transformed from one coordinate system to another following specific 
transformation laws not necessary for the scope of this study.  
      (2) 
The stress tensor can be diagonalized into principal stresses (3) 11, 
22 33, stress (Nye 1985). 0 00 00 0      (3) 
For some states of stress, the stress tensor takes a simpler form. The uniaxial tensor (4) is defined 
by one stress in one direction and hydrostatic pressure (5), which is uniform pressure in three 
perpendicular directions on an object. Hydrostatic pressure is expressed as (p) for pressure along 
the diagonal of the tensor.  
0 00 0 00 0 0       (4) 
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0 00 00 0       (5) 
Mean stress is the average of the principal stresses. For reasons discussed later, mean stress will 
be imposed on our samples during experimentation. The geological convention will be used 
during this experiment; compressive stress will be notated with a positive value, and a negative 
value will notate tensional stress.  
When stress is imposed on a material, a kinematic reaction occurs, which results in the 
displacement of material known as strain. Strain can be described as the change in length divided 
by the original length (6)  L1 is the initial length, and L is the change 
of length (Twiss and Moores 2007). 
=       (6) 
Elasticity is the ability of an object to strain when a force is placed on the object, then completely 
recover back to its original shape when the force is removed. Hooke’s law can be used to 
describe the relationship between small stresses and resulting strain (7). Stress is represented by 
, c is the elastic stiffness constant, and , is strain (Nye 1985). 
   =           (7) 
As stress and strain are both second-rank tensors, a generalized form of elasticity (a fourth rank 
tensor) can describe the elasticity of a crystal with 81 stiffness constants (8).  
=       (8) 
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Although the stiffness constants are beyond the scope of this study, it is important to note that 
there can be substantial variations between the elastic response of a crystal in different 
directions.  
1.3.2 Traditional Elastic Homogenization Models 
Models describing the bulk elastic reaction of polycrystalline material to stress have been 
developed since the early 20th century. To ascertain the value for elastic moduli of a polycrystal, 
the Voigt, Reuss, and Hill models were developed. The Voigt approximation (Figure 1.2) 
proposes heterogeneous stress in a polycrystal, which results in a homogeneous strain (Voigt 
1928). The Reuss approximation (Figure 1.3) proposes homogeneous stress in a polycrystal 
leading to heterogeneous strain (Reuss 1929). The Hill model uses the mean values of the Voigt 
and Reuss approximations and proposes that the value of the elastic moduli lies between the two 
with a higher weight towards the Voigt bound (Hirsekorn 1988, Hill 1952).  
Historically, it has been mathematically theorized that the Reuss state is a predominant factor in 
mechanical and thermodynamic stress states of aggregates, while Young’s modulus was most 
accurately measured using the Hill average (Kumazawa 1969). It is now standard practice in 
geophysics to use the Voigt and Reuss model along with Voigt-Reuss-Hill (VRH) average in 
calculating elastic moduli of aggregates (Kieffer 1979; Sone and Zoback 2013; Ikehata et al. 
2004; Sab 1992).  
1.3.3 Stress Percolation 
Anisotropy is a material’s directionally dependent reaction to a physical phenomenon and is an 
important aspect of stress percolation. A few examples of anisotropic physical characteristics in a 
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crystal include; electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity, piezoelectricity, and elasticity (Nye 
1985). For this study, I focused on elastic anisotropy. 
The concept of stress percolation in a polycrystal was proposed by Burnley (2013) using finite 
element modeling to examine the distribution of stress states in an elastically heterogeneous 
material at an intergranular and intergranular scale. A two-dimensional virtual polycrystal was 
created using hexagons, each randomly assigned with elastic properties from a set of 25 
possibilities (Figure 1.4a). When a uniaxial boundary condition was placed on the model, regions 
containing low and high-stress states emerged independently of grain domains (Figure 1.4b). As 
the uniaxial stress increased, the stress state intensified until the material yielded locally, and 
plastic deformation became predominant, redistributing the stress states (Burnley 2013). Stress 
percolation was first proposed in granular materials based on the observation of strong and weak 
granular contacts forming strong subnetworks that result in force chains (Walker 2011). The 
results from the finite element model from Burnley (2013) showed that force chain patterns are 
the underlying mechanism for shear localization, which can lead to plastic or brittle deformation. 
Experimentally measuring the stress distribution on a polycrystal would test whether the stress 
percolation hypothesis is an appropriate way to model stress in a polycrystal.   
1.3.4 Raman Spectroscopy  
Raman spectroscopy is a non-destructive method that can measure crystal lattice vibrations from 
the interaction of inelastically scattered photons (Ismail 2015; Neuville, de Ligny, and 
Henderson 2014).  Photons, generated from a light source such as a laser, are quantization 
packets of energy that consists in the form of an electromagnetic wave. When an incident photon 
interacts with a crystal lattice, one of two interactions can occur. The vibrating bonds in the 
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crystal lattice can oscillate in resonance with the frequency of the incident photon resulting in no 
energy loss or gain by the interaction. This type of scattering that has no change in energy or 
wavelength between incident photon and the resultant photon is known as Rayleigh scattering. 
Inelastic scattering begins in the same manner as elastic scattering, an incident photon 
approaches, and interacts with a crystal lattice. The difference is that the electrons oscillating in 
the crystal lattice react with the incident photon’s energy in a way that changes the molecular 
polarizability of the crystal lattice. Materials can be defined as Raman active when there is a 
temporary change in polarizability of their structure in response to the presence of a photon. 
Through this change in polarizability, energy is lost or gained by the resultant scattered photon. 
A resultant photon that has less energy than its incident photon, leaving the energy in the crystal 
lattice higher than when it began, is known as Stokes scattering (Figure 1.5a). These resultant 
inelastic Stokes photons have a longer wavelength than the elastically scattered Rayleigh 
photons. The resultant photon that has more energy than its incident photon, leaving the energy 
in the crystal lattice lower than when it began, is known as anti-Stokes scattering. 
The anti-Stokes scattered photons have a higher wavelength than the elastically scattered 
Rayleigh photons. The difference in wavelength for inelastic scattering is the Raman shift. 
Figure 1.5b shows a simplified spectrum containing the Stokes, Rayleigh, and anti-Stokes 
features. The Rayleigh scattered photons are centered at zero on the x-axis of the graph, 
measured in relative wavenumber. Inelastic scattering has a significantly lower probability of 
occurrence than elastic scattering, with one in ten million incident photons that interact with a 
crystal lattice result in inelastic scatter (Neuville, de Ligny, and Henderson 2014). Elastic 
scattering of the Rayleigh peak is common, resulting in an intense signal at zero wavenumber on 
the Raman spectrum. With inelastically scattered photons, a material has a higher probability of 
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starting at a ground energy state and being excited to a higher energy state than starting at an 
already excited state. Due to this, the Stokes peaks have a stronger intensity than the anti-Stokes 
peaks. This study observed the more common Stokes spectrum.  
The amount of Raman scattering intensity is dependent on several factors, including laser 
wavelength and laser power density. Equation 9 shows that the frequency (v) or wavelength (1/ ) 
of the laser source is exponentially proportional to Raman scattering intensity (IR), while the 
power density of the laser (I0) is linearly proportional to Raman scattering (Larkin 2011).  
     (9) 
The number of scattering molecules that the laser interacts with (N) as well as the polarizability 
of the molecules (  and the vibrational amplitude (Q) are also factors that influence the amount 
of Raman scatter from a material (Larkin 2011). The amount of Raman scattering is proportional 
to the frequency (9) while frequency is inversely proportional to wavelength, the resulting 
relationship is that Raman scattering is inversely proportional to wavelength. Using a shorter 
laser wavelength (  will increase the Raman scatter by a power of 4.  
Increasing the spatial Raman spectroscopy probe in relation to the surface of the sample can be 
achieved by reducing the FWHM of the laser foci and increasing the number of data points in a 
given area. Equation 10 shows that the spatial resolution of the laser spot size on the sample is 
the result of laser wavelength ( ), and the numerical aperture of the objective lens (NA) 
multiplied by a constant (Adar 2010). 
  = 1.22      (10) 
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A change in laser wavelength will be directly proportional to changing spot size, changing the 
numerical aperture of the optical objective in the confocal microscope will be inversely 
proportional to the laser spot size. This theoretical calculation gives an approximate minimum 
spot size as there are other factors such as non-uniform illumination on the sample surface by the 
optical objective that will distort the spot size diameter (Adar 2010). 
For transparent materials such as calcite and quartz, the Raman depth resolution is controlled by 
the restricted collection of light through optical focusing on the sample surface and the confocal 
microscope (Meyer 2013).  In transparent materials such as quartz and calcite, the excitation 
laser will cause scattering across a large 3-dimensional region of the sample. The confocality of 
the microscope restricts the collection of scattered light to be recorded from within a defined 
optical depth of field. The depth of field can be described using (11) (Spring and Davidson 
2019). The depth of field is calculated from the wavelength of the excitation laser , the 
numerical aperture NA, the refractive index of the matter between the sample and lense n, the 
magnification M, and the smallest resolvable dimension across the sample surface e, seen 
through the optical objective. 
 =    +       (11) 
The depth of field calculations for laser wavelengths 488 and 514nm is 0.1134 and 0.1180 
microns using an MPlanN 50x/.75 NA optical objective with the refractive index value of air (1) 
and the smallest resolvable distance on the sample as seen through the microscope as 1 micron.  
Obtaining a quality spectrum from a sample using Raman spectroscopy is, in part dependant on 
the sample surface roughness. The shallow depth of field will result in the need for constant 
refocusing on a sample with high surface roughness (Figure 1.6a), or uneven surface (Figure 
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1.6b). A level and well-polished sample surface were needed to stay within the focal depth of 
field as the sample is moved (Figure 1.6c).  
For Raman active materials, spectral peaks that are characteristic of each material contain 
information about the type of motions that are happening within a crystal lattice. The bonds in a 
crystal lattice can vibrate in unique ways such as stretching, bending, torsion, and liberation 
(Gouadec and Colomban 2007); these movements are classified through group theory. Group 
theory includes the study of the symmetry that describes the organization of vibrational modes 
categorized by vibrational symmetry in the molecule or crystal lattice (Tuschel 2014). Each point 
group for a molecule or crystal lattice can be broken down into different types of symmetry 
species, denoted with a Mulliken symbol, that describes the specific symmetry that a unit cell 
displays. The Mulliken symbol of A represents a vibrational movement that is symmetrical 
around the principal axis of the molecule. Doubly degenerate modes represent two states in the 
molecule that have the same energy and are represented with the Mulliken symbol of E (Tuschel 
2014). Although this study will not be classifying the different vibrational modes of Raman 
spectra for experimental materials, it is useful for understanding Raman spectra.   
Piezospectroscopy is the measurement of stress through spectrographic methods; using Raman 
piezospectroscopy, the elastic strain response of a crystal lattice can be measured. Specific 
vibrational modes in Raman spectra are stress-dependent. When the atomic bonds of a crystal 
lattice are strained elastically, the resultant photons in a stress-sensitive Raman mode will exhibit 
a Raman stress shift different than Raman shift of the non-strained crystal lattice. The Raman 
stress shift measured under elastic strain will be proportional to stress within the crystal lattice 
(Gouadec and Colomban 2007). Therefore, it is possible to define the Raman stress shift v) as 
the change in wavenumber from a Raman shift due to stress ( ), to a Raman shift ( ). Equation 
12 
 
12 shows that the Raman stress shift is proportional to mean stress using the Raman shift factor 
as a proxy for the stress state within a crystal (Pezzotti 1999, Lei, et al. 
2018).  
= =      (12) 
A compressional stress shift results in an increase of wavenumber for the spectrum’s peak 
position, in general, as the length in the atomic bonds of a crystal lattice, shortens, the stiffness in 
the bonds increase. A tensional stress shift decreases the wavenumber value for the spectrum’s 
peak position as the stiffness in the bonds decrease (Gouadec and Colomban 2007).  
The Raman stress shift has been used in many different fields but is relatively new to geology. 
Examples of recent Raman stress and strain mapping investigated in other scientific fields have 
measured the stress response of various materials; Aluminum Indium Gallium Phosphide films 
(Guo, et al. 2020), silicon wafers (Wang, et al. 2019), Kevlar 49 yarn (Lei, et al. 2018), ceramic 
composites  (Jannotti, et al. 2017), GaN film (Jiang, et al. 2017), graphene monolayer 
nanocomposites (Young, et al. 2011).   
 Raman spectra can have a strong temperature dependency that affects the position and width of 
spectral peaks (Gouadec and Colomban 2007). As a crystal lattice is heated, thermal expansion 
in the bond length between atoms can change the position of a Raman shift. Changes in bond 
lengths from temperature changes result in a Raman temperature shift. The wavenumbers of the 
peak position will increase with decreased temperature and decrease with increasing temperature 
(Hibbert, et al. 2015; Kolesov 2016; Asell and Nicol 1968; Gillet, et al. 1993) resulting in a 
Raman temperature shift that can mimic a Raman stress shift. Raman modes that are stress-
dependent are commonly temperature-dependent (Jayaraman, et al. 1987).  
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1.3.5 Raman Active Materials 
Calcite and quartz were selected for this experiment based on their Raman active spectrographic 
characteristics and measurable Raman stress shifts. Calcite and quartz are easily obtainable 
Raman active materials whose spectra contain several different stress-dependent peaks. Five 
distinctive calcite peaks result from different (CO3)-2 vibrational modes, with approximate peak 
positions at E 156, E 281, E 711, A 1085, and E 1434 (Gillet, et al. 1993; Liu and Mernagh 1990; 
Liu, et al. 2016; Rutt and Nicola 1974; Sun, et al. 2014). The calcite modes vary between 
stretching and external vibration in CO3-2. The E-1434 calcite mode is attributed to asymmetric 
stretching, A-1085, and E-711 modes are attributed to symmetric stretching, and the E-156 and 
E-281 modes are attributed to external vibration (Sun, Wu, Cheng, Zhang, Frost, 2014). Raman 
spectra for alpha quartz include A-1082, A-467, A-356, A-207, E-1162, E-1072, E-795, E-697, 
E-450, E-394, E-265, E-128 (Etchepare, et. al. 1974). The motion of quartz vibrations has been 
modeled using first-principle calculations and involves the bending of the Si-O-Si angle (Lei, 
Chao-Jia, Chun-Qiang, Li, Hong and Jian-Guo 2015). Calcite and quartz peak positions 
generally agree amongst published works with small variations.  
Raman stress shift factors for calcite and quartz are well documented through experimental and 
first-principle calculations (Table 1 and 2). Experimental methods for measuring the Raman 
stress factor in calcite included hydrostatic compression in a diamond anvil cell (Gillet, et al. 
1993; Liu and Mernagh 1990) and mathematical calculation using density functional 
perturbation theory and the planewave pseudopotential method (Lei, et al. 2015). The Raman 
stress shift factors experimentally and mathematically calculated for calcite agree that the most 
significant pressure-dependent Raman shift occurs at the 1434 cm-1 peak, followed by the 284 
cm-1 peak. Methods for measuring the Raman stress factor in quartz included a two-stage 
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hydrostatic high-pressure Raman cell (Dean, Sherman, and Wilkinson 1982), high pressure 
hydrostatic optical cell (Asell and Nicol 1968), hydrostatic compression in a diamond anvil cell 
(Hemley 1987; Jayaraman, Wood, and Maines 1987), and a hydrothermal diamond anvil cell 
(Schmidt and Ziemann 2000). The most considerable quartz Raman stress shift occurs within the 
206 cm-1 peak, followed by the 464 cm-1 peak, then the 128 cm-1 peak. For this experiment, the 
Quartz 464 cm-1 peak, and the Calcite 1434 cm-1 peak were used based on their high-stress 
dependencies.   
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1.4 Chapter 1 Figures 
 
Figure 1.1 Anisotropy in Crystals: The stress state of an elastically anisotropic single crystal (a) 
and a polycrystal (b). a) Two different springs with different stiffnesses inside a crystal represent 
an elastically anisotropic crystal lattice. Uniaxial stress imposed on the outside of the single 
crystal (represented by the purple arrows) affects the internal elastic response of the crystal, and 
the elastic response across the crystal is directly proportional to the stress distribution across the 
crystal. The stress distribution of the single crystal lattice would be the same at each point 
(assuming a perfect crystal) and dependent on the orientation of the crystal lattice to the imposed 
uniaxial stress. b) In comparison with the single crystal, the stress distribution in a polycrystal 
with varying crystal orientations from grain to grain is likely to be complicated. The elastic 
response of each grain in a polycrystal is not only different depending on orientation, but would 
also feel an effect from neighboring, crystals. It is experimentally unknown what type of stress 




Figure 1.2 Voigt upper bound elastic model: (a) and (b) represent two different materials with 
unique elasticity. As uniaxial force imposes on the materials, the stress in the model differs while 





Figure 1.3 Reuss lower bound elastic model: (a) and (b) represent two materials, each with 
different elasticities arranged into layers within a square. As a single magnitude of uniaxial force 






Figure 1.4 Finite Element Model of Stress Percolation: Stress variations modeled in a hexagonal 
grid using finite element modeling (from Burnley 2013). a) The hexagonal grid represents a 
small portion of the larger grid; each color within the grid represents a unique set of elastic 
properties. b) The result of the finite element model shows stress variation that is not bounded by 
the hexagonal domains. Streams of high stress (blue) and areas of lower stress (yellow) make up 
a complex pattern resulting from stress percolation. The maximum compressive force is 
negative, while the minimum compressive force is positive in this model.   
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Figure 1.5 Raman Spectra Mechanics: a) Incident and resultant photon process for anti-Stokes 
and Stokes Raman spectrum. In the anti-Stokes process, the scattered photon has higher energy 
(E) or frequency than the incident photon while the sample’s electrons (e) are left at a lower state 
than it was initially. The Stokes process results in the scattered photon having lower energy or 
frequency than its incident photon while the sample’s electrons are left in an excited state. b) 
Schematic of the Raman spectra in relation to the Anti-Stokes and Stokes Raman process. The 
Rayleigh line does not have a Raman shift as there is a purely elastic change of energy from 




Figure 1.6 Sample surface effects with the optical depth of field: An optical objective with a high 
numerical aperture will have a small depth of field. a) on a rough surface, the focal point 
becomes out of focus when moved laterally over the surface topography. The focus was 
observed through the size fluctuation of the laser spot as the objective moved across the sample 
surface. b) a sample surface that is not perpendicular to the incident laser beam will become out 
of focus as it is moved across the surface of the sample and can also be observed through the size 
fluctuation of the laser spot size. c) a surface with a low roughness that is perpendicular to the 












































































































































































Table 1.2 Raman stress shift factors for quartz: expressed in cm-1/MPa.  
128 cm-1 206 cm-1 465 cm-1 Reference 
0.0050 0.0180 0.0090 Asell and Nicol (1968) 
0.0054 0.0204 0.0081 Dean et. al. (1982) 
0.0055 0.0199 0.0080 Hemley (1987)  
0.0060 0.0240 0.0080 Jayaraman et. al. (1987) 
0.0034 0.0186 0.0084 Lei et. al. (2015) 
not reported 0.0074 not reported Tekippe et. al. (1973) 




Chapter 2: Experimental Methods 
2.1 Experimental Samples  
2.1.1 Sample Selection 
Natural single crystal and polycrystal samples of calcite and quartz were selected for this 
experiment based on several criteria. 1) the samples were monomineralic, which will reduce the 
number of variables during experimentation and data interpretation. 2) If possible, polycrystals 
were found in a columnar habit to mimic a two-dimensional space. 3) Individual grains in the 
polycrystal were easily identifiable to assist with mapping.  
The calcite and quartz polycrystals selected for the experiment are predominantly 
monomineralic. The variability in elastic properties between different minerals in a polycrystal is 
simplified by limiting the samples to monomineralic species. By reducing the variables in the 
experiment, we can gain a clearer picture of the stress distribution on the surface of the sample. 
Both Carrara marble and Tiger’s Eye are known for their high degree of chemical homogeneity. 
Carrara Marble consists o 99 % calcite (Backers, et al. 2004; Howarth and Rowlands 1987), 
while Tigers Eye has been reported to be > 99 weight percent in quartz with iron 
oxide/hydroxide crystallite inclusions (Heaney and Fisher 2003). 
The geometric arrangement of crystals in the fabric of a polycrystal was considered during 
sample selection to simplify boundary conditions for crystals present on the surface of the 
specimen. Polycrystals consisting of an aggregate of randomly oriented crystals arranged in a 
three-dimensional fabric will contain crystals on the surface of the sample that would be 
influenced by its neighboring crystals to the sides and below, all imposing their unique boundary 
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conditions on each other. A sample with a columnar habit was preferable as each crystal grain 
might extend from one side of the sample to the other, simplifying the imposed stress on each 
grain from three-dimensional boundary conditions to two-dimensional boundary conditions. A 
suitable calcite sample with a columnar habit was not identified, so preliminary Raman 
measurements were made with Carrara marble, which has a random orientation of anhedral 
crystals approximately 300 microns in size with easily identifiable grain boundaries.  Later 
Raman measurements were taken with Tiger’s Eye quartz, which has a columnar habit with the 
c-axis oriented parallel to the quartz columnar growth pattern (Heaney and Fisher 2003). Tiger’s 
Eye quartz grains were easily identifiable when the sample height was less than 1.5 millimeters; 
the average grain size was estimated at 30 microns (Figure 2.1). 
2.1.2 Sample Preparation 
Single-crystal and polycrystal calcite and quartz samples were cut into small rectangular prisms 
oriented relative to crystallographic axes or mineral fabrics. Figure 2.2 describes the convention 
used to label the different sides of the samples. Samples were attached to aluminum sample 
plates using crystal bond and cut into rectangular prisms shapes using a Buehler IsoMet low-
speed diamond wheel saw. Calcite, a soft mineral with a Mohs hardness of three, has rhombic 
cleavage planes that break easily in response to small forces placed upon the sample. The low 
tenacity of calcite was problematic when cubic shaped samples were cut as the cleavage planes 
do not lie in the directions of the crystallographic axes. One cleavage plane in single-crystal 
calcite formed sides 3 and 6 while the other sides were cut with the IsoMet saw. The cut of the 
single-crystal calcite samples resulted in the crystallographic c-axis being oriented diagonally 
through the body of the sample (Figure 2.3). Carrara marble was easily cut into rectangular 
prisms as it has a polycrystalline granoblastic texture. Quartz samples were cut from two 
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varieties that included colorless transparent single crystal quartz and Tiger’s Eye quartz. The 
process of orienting the sample cuts relative to the crystallographic axes of the crystal was not 
difficult due to the high tenacity of quartz. Single-crystal quartz specimens were cut 
perpendicular to the c-axis and parallel to the a-axis so that the a-axis would be parallel to 
compression, and the c-axis would be perpendicular to the surface that data would be collected 
on.  Tiger’s Eye was cut perpendicular to the columnar habit (Figure 2.4), the c-axis runs parallel 
to the columnar habit (Heaney and Fisher 2003) while the a-axis is perpendicular to the columnar 
habit.  
The uniaxial hand vice used to compress the samples limited the sample dimensions to no greater 
than 6.24 mm in length, 2 mm in height, and width around 4 mm. The sample sat between two 
sample holder plates that have a 2 mm step machined into their edges. Sides 1 and 4 needed to sit 
flush against the vice’s metal plate with the height of the sample being no higher or lower than 
the 2 mm step. If the sample were too high, only a portion of the area of the sample would have 
been under uniaxial stress, which could lead to more complicated boundary conditions on the 
sample (Figure 2.5a). If the sample were short of reaching the top of the 2 mm step on the 
sample holder, the Raman microscope objective lens would be unable to focus on the surface of 
the sample, which would lead to poor spectra quality (Figure 2.5b).  
Each sample side was roughly polished so that adjacent sides were orthogonal to one another, 
and opposing sides were parallel to each other, resulting in a rectangular parallelepiped. If sides 
1 and 4 were not parallel to each other, force across the area of sides 1 and 4 would be uneven, 
resulting in premature brittle failure. Without parallel faces on sides 3 and 6, the automated 
Raman mapping function would lose focus as the stage moved the sample under the optical 
objective. The process to prepare each sample (Figure 2.6) into a rectangular parallelepiped was 
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performed by securing multiple samples with epoxy in a sample puck and then leveling the cured 
puck through grinding. The sample puck was roughly polished using silicon carbide 600 grit till 
the top and bottom of the sample puck were parallel within a 5-micron tolerance. The samples 
were then removed from the puck and rotated and reset in a sample puck so that another set of 
sides orthogonal to the last completed set could be roughly polished. Orthogonal accuracy 
between the sides was measured using a 90-degree angle gauge. Samples were considered to 
have 90-degree angles when the sample sat flush against the angle gauge. At this point, the 
samples were removed from sample pucks and in a condition where they were roughly polished 
to the shape of a rectangular parallelepiped.  
Due to the shallow depth of field from the Raman microscope objective lens, a fine polish to side 
3 of the sample was applied to obtain the high-quality Raman spectra. Sample pucks were 
created to obtain a fine polish on the samples using the same process that was used to fabricate 
rectangular parallelepiped samples. Multiple samples with side 3 facing the bottom of the 
Buehler mold were attached using double-sided tape, while side 6 of the sample was coated with 
Buehler release agent. It was essential not to coat any of the other sample sides with the release 
agent so that a tight seal between the sample and epoxy formed. The release agent needed to 
thoroughly dry on the sample before the addition of epoxy to ensure a snug fit between the 
sample and epoxy. Epoxy was prepared and subjected to a vacuum to reduce the number of air 
bubbles added from the mixing process. Air bubbles in the epoxy of the sample pucks easily held 
grit and diamond spray that would scratch the surface of the sample during the polishing process, 
even with meticulous cleaning. The use of a small plastic 5.8 mL pipet allowed a slow transfer of 
the epoxy from the mixing cup into a sample mold. By slowly adding epoxy to the mold, the 
number of air bubbles introduced into the sample puck was minimal. The sample mold was filled 
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with epoxy to the top of the glass ring and allowed to cure for 12 hours. The bottom portion of 
the mold was removed, resulting in a sample puck surrounded by a glass ring. The glass ring 
helped to keep the puck level during hand polishing, as glass is harder than the epoxy puck. A 
silicon carbide 600 grit was applied to the bottom of the puck to smooth out any residual epoxy 
that possibly came between the glass ring and the base of the puck. The result was a sample puck 
that contained a maximum of 6 samples.  
Sample pucks were polished using powders and suspensions beginning at 1000 grit and 
proceeding down to ¼ microns. A Buehler polishing wheel equipped with a MagnoMet 
Ferromagnetic 8” carrier plate and adhesive back polishing pad Polishing enabled fine polishing 
on the samples. Each carrier plate had a polishing pad that was used exclusively with one size of 
polishing abrasive to minimize cross-contamination and maximize the performance of the polish 
pad weave with the type of abrasive. Sample pucks were initially polished using a Beta Diamond 
velvet pile pad combined with South Bay Technology Precision Alumina 1000 grit powder, with 
water as lubrication. The high pile fibers in the polishing pad helped to retain the powder as the 
wheel rotated. Each sample puck was held flat against the surface of the polishing pad and 
rotated 90 degrees at least once a minute to ensure an even polish. Because many of the samples 
displayed porosity under the microscope, we found that it was essential to polish with the 
alumina 1000 grit powder for a more extended period to remove most of the pits from the 
sample. Beta Diamond 9, 6, and 3-micron sprays along with Buehler Green Polishing Lubricant 
were paired with Allied Products Silk TECH-Cloth polishing pads. Polishing sessions ranged 
from 30 minutes to one hour per abrasive level to minimize roughness. If significant scratches 
remained on the surface after long periods, it was often necessary to use a larger micron polish to 
remove the scratch. Beta Diamond 1 and ½ micron sprays were paired with Allied Products 
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White Label silk polishing pads while a high pile Beta Diamond pad was used for the final ¼ 
micron Beta Diamond polish spray. Polishing the samples at a reduced speed during the final ¼ 
micron level resulted in a high-quality polished surface.  
At any point in the polishing process, the glass ring could become separated from the epoxy 
puck, which would damage the samples at lower micron polishes. When this happened, it was 
essential to remove the glass ring as the sample puck was not able to be adequately cleaned. 
After each level of polish, the sample puck was cleaned using soap and water. High water 
pressure was useful in rinsing the remaining residue off the puck surface. The ultrasonic cleaner 
removed residual oils and abrasives off the sample pucks then the pucks were dried with 
compressed air. The samples in the puck were then observed under the microscope for polish 
quality and checked for any residual residue. If residue remained on the sample, a second 
cleaning was then performed. As finer polishes were achieved on the sample puck, it became 
increasingly important to minimize physically touching the polished sample surface to prevent 
damage to the surface. Figure 2.7 shows the surface polish of Carrara Marble from incremental 
polishes ranging from 1000 grit to 9 - 0.25 microns through the Olympus SZ-STB1 boom stand 
microscope. 
Select sample pucks were given a final polish with Allied High Tech 0.05-micron colloidal silica 
suspension using a Buehler VibroMet2 Vibratory Polisher. The VibroMet was able to remove 
0.25-micron scratches and made a significant difference in the final product polish (Figure 2.8). 
The sample pucks then needed to be altered in a way so that they could fit inside the VibroMet 
polishing puck. The polished side of the sample puck was covered with a protective layer of 
clear masking tape to protect the polished surface. A ring of masking tape applied to the 
perimeter of the puck created a mold for epoxy that would increase the sample puck height. 
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Epoxy was poured into the top of the puck, filling the mold till it reached the appropriate height 
to fit into the VibroMet sample holder and then left to cure for 24 hours. When the epoxy cured, 
the tape on the perimeter of the puck was removed, and the top was given a polish using silicon 
carbide 600 grit powder to level the puck. The sample puck and VibroMet puck were then 
cleaned without removing the tape from the polished surface of the sample puck. Macor rod was 
placed inside the VibroMet puck to center the sample puck if needed; then, the sample puck was 
aligned and secured inside the VibroMet puck (Figure 2.9). After a final rinse, the bottom 
masking tape protecting the polished surface was removed, and polishing was then performed 
following the Buehler VibroMet user instructions.  Calcite samples were polished for 2 hours, 
and quartz samples were polished for 6 hours. After polishing, samples were cut from the sample 
puck, and a final wash of acetone was applied to the samples to clean the surfaces. The sample's 
height varied from one end of the sample to the other by a maximum of 50 microns by the time 
sample preparation was finished, most samples varied below 10 microns. Samples were then 
stored in a small plastic box secured with double-sided tape for easy access and sample 
protection. Appendix 2.1 contains a list of all equipment used for sample preparation.  
2.2 Uniaxial Vice and Load Cell  
The uniaxial vice used for the experiment was the Brown and Sharpe 752 Toolmakers Vise 
equipped with movable steel plates that slid in-line to apply force to the sample. The load on the 
sample was measured with a calibrated load cell gauge that sat in-line with the metal plates of 
the vice. An Arduino SparkFun HX711 board read the load cell with a USB connector. The vice 
was later modified by the removal of the front nose portion, which allowed easier access for the 
optical objective on the Raman spectrometer to reach the sample (Figure 2.10).  
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Rick Rowland initially assembled the Arduino board and load cell, then calibrated the load cell. 
Before test Tig01, a second calibration test on the load cell was performed.  The calibration and 
programming of the load cell used Nathan Seidle’s calibration and programming freeware code 
available through GitHub. I performed two calibration tests over 6.5 hours in a climate-
controlled room using a 500g standardized weight balanced on the load cell button. PuTTY v. 
0.70 logging software output the load cell data to a text file output with a recording interval of 
2.5 seconds. During the test, the load would periodically change with slight changes in air 
temperature. Overall, error from the load cell calibration tests resulted in a standard deviation of 
0.018 MPa (Figure 2.11).  
2.3 Break Tests  
Experimental samples needed to be able to withstand significant uniaxial compression in the vice 
in order to produce a discernable Raman shift, while avoiding brittle failure when the sample was 
under the Raman microscope. Therefore, uniaxial compression was applied to the samples via 
the vice until brittle deformation was visible through a microscope to determine the elastic limits 
of the sample. Samples were prepared for break testing with minimal surface polish preparation.  
Small incremental loads were placed on the sample starting from 0 MPa till the sample visibly 
deformed. Deformation was monitored with a Nikon Eclipse LV100POL microscope equipped 
with a Nikon DS-L2 camera. At each load increment, including 0 MPa, an image of the sample 
was recorded using a 5x optical objective so that a large field of view could be seen of the 
sample while looking for cataclastic deformation at the grain scale. At each incremental load, the 
sample was allowed to relax until the stress measurement on the load cell leveled out. The tests 
concluded after the sample broke. Carrara Marble (Figure 2.12) and Tigers Eye (Figure 2.13) 
micrographs show small fractures developing before full sample failure. Table 2.1 records mean 
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stress at the first brittle deformation event observable on the samples. The average value of the 
uniaxial break tests was a benchmark to gauge how much pressure to apply to the samples 
without brittle deformation during Raman testing.  
Load cell data recorded during experimentation contained the stress imposed on the load cell 
button rather than the sample, so it was necessary to convert the load cell stress to sample stress 
(13-15). I calculated the imposed stress on the sample from the force imposed on the load cell 
button using variations of equation 1.   
   =        (13) 
 ×   =     (14) 
  =         (15) 
2.4 Fiduciary Marks  
Fiduciary marks on the surface of the sample facilitated the repeated return to precise points on 
the sample surface to measure Raman spectra for tests with and without load. Fiduciary marks 
were vital as it was necessary to physically remove the vice from the Raman stage to manually 
load or unload the sample and still be able to return to the same locations where spectra were 
previously collected.  
Three types of fiduciary marks were applied to the surface of the samples before Raman 
experimentation using various methods. A custom-built laser ablation drill applied pits to the 
surface of single-crystal quartz samples with micron-scale spatial resolution. For single-crystal 
quartz, the laser drill was used to make five holes on the surface of the sample 200 microns away 
from the edge of the sample 100 microns apart with pit sizes varying between 10-50 microns in 
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diameter (Figure 2.14a). Quartz Tiger's Eye was challenging to ablate at the time as the laser drill 
was not yet powerful enough to affect the polycrystal. Fiduciary marks were drilled on the 
sample using a miniature drill press equipped with a diamond drill bit. Three holes were drilled 
that were approximately 400 microns in diameter and 650 microns apart (Figure 2.14b). The 
final fiduciary method used was a custom cut aluminum sticker that was placed on the sample 
enclosing the mapping area. The laser drill was used to cut the aluminum sticker into a 
rectangular frame with an opening of 100 x 600 microns and an outer size of 2000 x 2000 
microns (Figure 2.14c). 
2.5 High-Resolution Micrographs  
The Nikon Eclipse LV100POL microscope equipped with a Nikon DS-L2 camera equipped with 
a 5x optical objective was used to take high-resolution micrographs of samples before or after 
Raman data collection. Each micrograph was made from several high-resolution micrographs 
and merged using the photo merge tool in Adobe Photoshop version 20.0.4. A scale was then 
added to the images using ImageJ version 1.52a. For successful Raman stress maps, the 
micrograph was used to display the location of the stress map on the sample surface. 
2.6 Raman Methods  
2.6.1 System Setup 
The T64000 Horiba Jobin Yvon Raman system, located in the Salamat Lab at the University of 
Las Vegas Nevada Physics and Astronomy Department, was used to measure spectra for all 
experiments. The Raman system consists of an argon-krypton laser, a Nikon Eclipse LV100POL 
integrated confocal microscope equipped with a mapping stage, a triple spectrometer, a charge-
coupled device (CCD detector), and computer (Figure 2.15). The features of the system that 
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controlled experimentation were the sample stage and confocal microscope, the laser path and 
monochromators, and a bandpass filter.  
The automated stage moved the sample under the confocal microscope through pre-programmed 
points or manually. The confocal microscope is not equipped with an autofocus feature, 
therefore, the sample surfaces needed to be level below 1 micron for the microscope to stay 
focused on the sample surface due to the short depth of field from the MplanN 50x/.75NA 
objective. Because the height of the samples varied by up to 50 microns from one end of the 
sample to the other, it was usually not viable to use the automated navigation.    
Spectra for stress mapping was measured using the Raman high-resolution additive mode 
configuration. The Raman spectrometer uses monochromatic, collimated, low divergent light 
provided by a tunable krypton-argon laser (Figure 2.16). Laser light travels to the confocal 
microscope, which focuses it onto the surface of the sample. The scattered light then goes back 
through the confocal microscope and is diffracted and focused by three Czerny-Turner 
monochromators (https://www.horiba.com/en_en/technology/measurement-and-control-
techniques/spectroscopy/spectrometers-and-monochromators/spectrometer-monochromator/). 
Depending on the arrangement of concave mirrors, gratings, and slits in the monochromators, the 
spectrum can be measured in either subtractive mode (low spectral resolution) or additive mode 
(high spectral resolution). In additive mode, gratings and mirrors in the monochromator spread 
the scattered light (Figure 2.17), resulting in a small range of wavenumbers with high spectral 
resolution. Raman subtractive mode uses the first monochromator to spread scattered light, 
condense the light in the second, and then separate the light in the third monochromator. The use 
of subtractive mode results in a lower spectral resolution but allows for a larger spectral range. 
The average spectral resolution in additive mode is 0.11 cm-1, while the average spectral 
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resolution in subtractive mode is 0.35 cm-1. The scattered light is then detected by the CCD and 
recorded by a computer using Labspec version 5.78.24 where the Raman data is saved as text 
files.  
Typically a bandpass filter is used to remove the argon-krypton plasma emission lines inherent in 
the laser light. For these experiments, we did not use a bandpass filter so that the plasma 
emission lines could be used as an internal calibrant to correct any systematic error inherent to 
the Raman spectrometer. Plasma emission lines originating from the laser are located at very 
precise, fixed positions in the electromagnetic spectrum with each plasma emission line 
originating from either argon or krypton plasma in the laser. A low-resolution spectrum of calcite 
was taken at 488 nm wavelength (Figure 2.18), quartz at 488 nm (Figure 2.19), and 514 nm 
wavelengths (Figure 2.20) to catalog and identify the spectral peaks. The argon-krypton plasma 
emission lines values in the spectra were cataloged using the absolute values of the plasma 
emission lines from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) database 
(https://www.nist.gov/pml/atomic-spectra-database). The NIST plasma emission line values were 
converted from nm to cm-1 using (16) from Wasatch Photonics 
(https://wasatchphotonics.com/raman-shifts/).  
   =       (16) 
Once the absolute position of possible plasma emission lines had been calculated, the raw low-
resolution spectrum could be indexed (Figure 2.18-2.20) by matching intensity between the 
absolute and measured lines. Calcite and quartz peaks values were cataloged using the values 
from Liu and Mernagh 1990, and Hemley 1987. The Argon 520.3 plasma emission line 
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measured at a 514 nm wavelength is documented by Craig and Levin (1979) and used as a 
calibration line in Tiger’s Eye experiments.  
2.6.2 Raman Experimental Testing 
The Raman system required an initial preparation before each experiment. The CCD is cooled 
using liquid nitrogen, and each of the monochromators required alignment before spectra were 
collected as multiple scientists commonly use the Raman. The laser power density was measured 
using a Thorlabs PM100D power meter placed below the optical objective. The laser power 
density was then adjusted using an optical laser filter located along the laser beam path.  
Before each experiment, Raman settings were tuned to maximize a high signal to noise ratio 
while minimizing spectrum acquisition time. Different Raman settings that impacted the signal 
to noise ratio of a spectrum; these settings include laser power density, laser wavelength, the 
amount of time the laser is exposed to the sample (exposure), and the number of exposures taken 
for the spectrum (acquisition). An increase in laser power density proportionally increases the 
Raman signal (Equation 11); however, a high laser power density can heat the sample and cause 
a thermal Raman shift. The laser wavelength is inversely proportional to Raman scattering, so a 
lower laser wavelength will result in a higher signal. Both the 488 nm and 514 nm laser 
wavelengths were used during experimentation; however, a lower laser wavelength such as blue 
488 nm was preferable over 514 nm as it has a higher amount of Raman scatter and a smaller 
spot size. Acquisition and exposure times affected the S/N ratio as increased exposure time 
allowed for the collection of more photons, which increased the signal, while many acquisitions 
reduced the noise through subtractive algorithms in the Raman software. For quartz, the 
optimum result was 12 acquisitions, at 10-second exposures, and a laser power density of 9 mW 
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(figure 2.21). These settings were used as baseline settings that could then be adjusted at the start 
of each Raman session to maximize the signal to noise ratio. Testing the signal to noise ratio at 
the beginning of each test was necessary as small changes to the laser power density, laser 
wavelength, exposure, and acquisition times, could change the signal to noise ratio significantly. 
Signal to noise testing was done for calcite but to a lesser extent. After the signal to noise testing 
was completed before each experiment, Raman spectra were then collected on each sample, and 
spectra were saved as a text file containing wavenumber and intensity after each test. 
2.7 Data Processing  
2.7.1 Peak Fitting 
For Raman tests that used the automated stage mapping function, the output consisted of a single 
text file containing spatial coordinates and their corresponding spectrum. To peak fit each 
datapoint’s spectrum, a Fortran code separated the single file into individual files. Each 
individual file contained the spectrum of one datapoint and was named after the coordinate of 
that datapoint (Appendix 2.2).  
Fityk curve fitting and data analysis software version 1.2.9 was chosen to fit the Raman spectra 
due to its intuitive interface, and its large library of peak fitting functions. I used the data range 
mode in Fityk to select a portion of the spectrum that contained the plasma emission lines and 
calcite or quartz peaks. The selected range in the spectrum could be applied to the remainder of 
the spectra using a Lua code within Fityk (Appendix 2.3). Lua is the programming code for 
Fityk. The background was modeled with a spline function and then applied to the other spectra. 
A pseudo-Voight or a split pseudo-Voight function was then used to model each peak. The 
pseudo-Voigt function was used for symmetrical calcite peaks while the split pseudo-Voigt 
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function better modeled the slightly asymmetrical quartz peaks. Peak fits were determined to be 
acceptable when their standard error was no higher than +/- 0.05 wavenumbers.  A Lua code was 
then used to output the peak center fit, peak height, FWHM, and area into a text file.  
2.7.2 Calculating Absolute Peak Positions 
Peak fits for each experiment were imported into Excel, where the peak positions and plasma 
emission line positions could be calibrated using the previously cataloged plasma emission lines. 
Using Excel, the calcite or quartz peak positions were corrected using linear interpolation or 
extrapolation to the plasma emission lines. The correction was applied individually to every 
spectrum. Figure 2.22 shows a linear extrapolation example from single-crystal quartz test RQa3. 
The observed quartz peak is not located on the trendline of the plasma emission line values, 
when corrected through linear extrapolation, the absolute value of the data point lies on the 
trendline. This linear interpolation or extrapolation was performed for all Raman peak positions.  
2.7.3 Calculating v,  and 
The Raman stress shift, Raman stress shift factor, and mean stress was calculated using 
combinations of experimentally measured Raman peak positions and load cell data. Equation 12 
was used to calculate the different variables. The Raman stress shift ( v) was calculated using 
the difference in peak position between loaded and non-loaded spectra. The single-crystal calcite, 
Carrara Marble, and Tig01 experiments used loaded and non-loaded peak positions to obtain an 
average Raman stress shift. An average was taken because the locations of the spectra were not 
in the same places between loaded and non-loaded tests. In single-crystal quartz and Tig03 tests, 
the locations of loaded and non-loaded spectra were located in the same place on the sample, 
which resulted in a unique Raman stress shift value for each spectrum location on the sample. 
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The Raman stress shift factor ( was calculated in single-crystal tests so that it could be used in 
calculating stress at each unique spectrum location in polycrystal tests. The average Raman stress 
shift was used along with the mean stress on the single-crystal sample to calculate the Raman 
stress shift factor. Mean stress was used to compare the experimentally derived Raman stress 
shift factors to published Raman stress shift factors, which used mean stress because their 
experiments were conducted using hydrostatic pressure. By comparing the experimentally 
derived Raman stress shift factor to published Raman stress shift factors, it was possible to gauge 
the success of the single-crystal experiments. Mean stress was also used because the Raman 
spectrometer was not configured to output data in a way to measure the different stress tensor 
components. By using mean stress, it was possible to express stress only as a scalar in the stress 
map. Stress was calculated for each Raman stress shift value in test Tig03 using the single-
crystal quartz Raman shift factor.  
2.8 Calcite Tests 
The methods used during calcite testing varied from methods on quartz as the experimental 
methods were continually improved based on the previous testing. Single-crystal calcite was cut 
and polished into a 4.445 x 3.738 x 2.077 mm rectangular parallelepiped with a .05 m surface 
polish while the Carrara marble sample was cut and polished into a rectangular parallelepiped 
with dimensions of 7.66 x 5.93 x 2.21 mm with a ¼ m polish.  
Raman additive mode measurements were collected on a loaded and non-loaded sample at 
predetermined points. Data was collected on samples with no-load conditions first, then loaded 
conditions. Raman spectra were collected at the center of the surface of the sample for both 
single-crystal calcite and Carrara marble using Labspec automated mapping software. The length 
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and width of side 3 of each sample were each measured then divided in half to give the center 
coordinates. The center coordinates were used as a starting point to measure spectra at the same 
loaded, and no-load locations on the calcite samples as fiduciary marks were not in use yet. 
Single-crystal calcite was mapped in a 4 x 5 array consisting of 20 points with 10 m spacing. In 
contrast, Carrara marble’s mapping array contained 36 points in a 6x6 grid with a 40 m spacing 
to produce multiple points per grain as the grain size of Carrara marble averaged around 300 m. 
The laser power density for both samples was set to 27.5 mW at a wavelength of 488 nm. The 
optical objective used was a MplanN 50x/.75NA objective. Eight acquisitions with 30-second 
exposures were used. These Raman settings achieved a signal to noise ratio of 7.5/1 for the 1434 
cm-1 calcite peak.    
The Raman data was separated through a Fortran code, and then peak fit using a pseudo-Voigt 
function on Fityk. Two plasma emission lines located in the uncorrected spectra at 1430 cm-1 and 
1471 cm-1 were included in the spectrum (Figure 2.23) and identified through NIST as the Argon 
1427 cm-1 and Krypton 1468 cm-1. Peak positions for single-crystal calcite and Carrara marble 
were corrected using linear interpolation. Stress maps were not developed from these tests as the 
reproducibility of the locations of the data points from the loaded to the unloaded sample was 
uncertain.  
2.9 Single Crystal Quartz Test 
Two single-crystal quartz samples Qa3 and Qa4 were prepared for Raman stress shift 
experiments RQa3 and RQa4. Both samples Qa3 and Qa4 were ground and polished using the 
sample puck method. The orientation of the a-axis was parallel to the compression direction.  
After preparation, the shapes of the samples were rectangular parallelepipeds with final 
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dimensions of 6.007 mm length, 3.207 mm width, and 2.087 mm in height for Qa3 and 5.659 
mm length, 3.442 mm width, and 2.024 mm height for Qa4. Laser drilling was used to ablate a 
line of 5 fiduciary pits at 200-micron intervals orientated parallel to the direction of compression.  
Raman additive mode measurements were each manually collected on a loaded and non-loaded 
sample at predetermined points. Spectra were collected on samples with no load conditions first, 
then loaded conditions. Although the samples had been prepared using the puck method, enough 
variation across the surface of the sample existed that intensity variations in the spectra resulted 
as the sample surface moved out of the focal point of the laser and optical objective. Two lines of 
spectra were collected across the surface of the sample (Figure 2.24). One line of spectra located 
parallel to the fiduciary marks in a line offset 200 microns on the y-axis from the fiduciary holes 
to avoid any residual stress variation that might radiate from the holes while under stress. The 
second line of spectra located perpendicular to the direction of compression was acquired, 
starting 200 microns from the center fiduciary hole to observe any stress variations that might 
occur perpendicular to the axis of compression.  
Raman settings for the RQa tests were tuned to acquire the 464 cm-1 Raman peak due to its 
spectral intensity and shape. Although the 206 cm-1 Raman quartz peak is reported to be the most 
pressure-dependent (Table 1.2), the 464 cm-1 peak was less challenging to measure as it was far 
from the Rayleigh line and had a well-defined peak shape. Raman test settings for RQa3 and 
RQa4 were set for an exposure of 15 seconds with a total of 13 acquisitions using a laser 
wavelength of 488 nm at 9.5mW laser power density. These settings resulted in a signal to noise 
ratio of 36/1 for the 464 cm-1 quartz peak in additive mode. The spot size was visually measured 
at 1 micron through the Raman microscope using a MplanN 50x/.75NA objective.  
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Tests RQa3 and RQa4 were collected in a similar manner, the difference between the two tests 
being the amount of load placed on the sample. RQa3 was loaded to a load cell stress of 210 
MPa with a sample mean stress of 52 MPa. Test RQa4 was loaded to a load cell stress of 286 
MPa with a sample mean stress of 68 MPa.  
Quartz spectra were modeled using a split pseudo-Voigt function as the quartz spectrum had 
asymmetrical peaks. The measured, uncorrected spectrum of single-crystal quartz contained a 
quartz peak at 466 cm-1 and two plasma emission lines, argon located at 531 cm-1 and krypton 
located at 547 cm-1. A linear extrapolation was used to correct the RQa3 and RQa4 data using 
absolute NIST plasma emission line values of argon 529 cm-1 and krypton 544 cm-1.  
2.10 Tiger’s Eye Tests 
2.10.1 Tig01  
Tiger’s Eye samples were prepared for Raman testing using the puck procedure to achieve flat 
surfaces with orthogonal sides. Sample Tig01 was selected for its light color resulting from a low 
amount of iron oxide impurities. The sample was then ground and polished to ¼ microns on side 
3 using Beta Diamond spray. At that time, laser ablation was ineffective in adding fiduciary 
holes to the surface of the sample; as a solution, three holes were drilled into the sample surface 
using a miniature drill press. Before Raman testing, sample Tig01 had dimensions of 5.651 mm 
length, 3.006 mm width, and 1.901 mm height. 
The Raman spectrometer was tuned to measure the 464 cm-1 quartz peak in additive mode. The 
laser wavelength was changed to 514 nm for this experiment due to a systematic drift in Raman 
spectra detected at the 488 nm wavelength. A signal to noise ratio of 64/1 was achieved using a 
laser exposure time of 12 seconds with 12 acquisitions with a laser power density of 29 mW. 
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Laser density was increased to account for the change in wavelength. The spot size was visually 
measured at approximately 3 microns using the MplanN 50x/.75NA objective. The 
predetermined mapping array on the surface of sample Tig01 was set up to span a large area of 
the polycrystal while containing multiple points within each quartz grain. The mapping array was 
30 x 400 microns containing 120 points, each separated by 10 microns. The map was located 750 
m from the center fiduciary mark to avoid possible variations in the stress field on the surface 
of the sample originating from the drilled holes.  
Data was collected on samples with no load first, then under loaded conditions. Each spectrum 
point in the array was manually located using XY positioning through the Raman Labspec 
software. At each point, the image of the sample was focused on using the Raman microscope. 
Tig01 began loaded experimentation with a sample area in contact with the vice of 5.714 mm. 
The sample had an imposed stress of 205 MPa on the load cell with, and a sample mean stress of 
60 MPa. Directly after a spectrum was collected at point 47, a fracture developed along the line 
of fiduciary pits that allowed a portion of the sample to break away (Figure 2.25). The reduction 
of the sample area to 4.895 mm with a load cell value of 198 MPa resulted in an increase of 
mean sample stress to 67 MPa. The Tig01 load cell log shows a decrease in load cell stress as the 
sample broke, while the calculated sample stress graph shows the increase in sample stress after 
the sample fractured (Figure 2.26). The sample held load for the duration of the test with the 
region of interest visibly unaffected by brittle deformation.  
Tig01 no-load and loaded data were modeled using a split pseudo-Voigt function and then 
corrected using linear extrapolation. The measured, uncorrected spectrum of Tig01 contained a 
quartz peak at 467 cm-1 and two plasma emission lines, krypton 485 cm-1 and argon 523 cm-1. 
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NIST plasma line values for krypton at 483 cm-1 and argon at 520 cm-1 were used to correct the 
quartz peak values through linear extrapolation. 
2.10.2 Tig03 
The Tiger’s Eye polycrystal used for test Tig03 was prepared similarly to Tig01, using the puck 
method for grinding and polishing. Before Raman testing, the sample areas in contact with the 
vice was measured to calculate the sample stress and its associated error. The variation in height 
(distance between sides 3 and 6 on opposite ends) was 2.078 +/- 0.015 mm. The variation in 
width (between sides 2 and 5) was 3.206 +/- .008 mm. A length of 6.199 mm separated the two 
sides that were in contact with the vice. The sample was polished to 0.05 microns using the 
Buhler vibromet polisher. A fiduciary sticker was applied to Tig03 to minimize the chance of the 
sample fracturing during uniaxial compression. The 2000 x 2000 micron square fiduciary sticker 
framed a 100 x 600-micron region of interest in the middle of the sample.   
Raman settings for test Tig03 did not vary much from test Tig01. Test Tig03 measured the 464 
cm-1 peak of quartz using a laser power density of 29.5 mW at a wavelength of 514 nm with an 
exposure time of 12 seconds at 12 acquisitions. The MplanN 50x/.75NA optical objective was 
used, and the laser spot size was measured at 1 m. The spectrum was measured with a signal to 
noise ratio of 26/1, which possibly resulted from the reflective fiduciary sticker and/or amount of 
iron oxide constituents in the sample.    
Test Tig03 employed new improvements in testing methods that resulted in the current 
methodology for obtaining a Raman stress map. For Tig03, the Raman spectrum was first 
measured for loaded spectra then unloaded spectra to save experimental time in case of sample 
failures during the loading process. Tig03 was loaded to an average load cell value of 187 MPa 
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across a surface area of 6.663 +/- .066 mm. The spectra map array on the sample Tig03 was 
changed from a 3 x 40 array to a 4 x 30 array to measure a wider width across the sample. 
Screenshots from the Labspec program at each spectrum position were recorded, which showed 
the laser spot and the surface of the sample. The micrographs were used as a location reference 
to ensure that the same place was being measured from loaded to unloaded tests. The images in 
each loaded or unloaded experiment were then stitched together using Adobe Illustrator by 
aligning the bright iron oxide inclusions. The results were mosaiced micrographs that showed the 
exact locations of each spectrum point on the sample surface during the loaded test (Figure 2.27) 
and the unloaded test (Figure 2.28).  
The plasma emission lines and quartz peak for Test Tig03 were modeled using a split pseudo-
Voigt function then corrected using linear extrapolation. The NIST values used to correct the 
data were the krypton 483 cm-1 and argon 520 cm-1 plasma emission lines. The quartz peak was 
then corrected using linear extrapolation. The Raman stress shift was calculated for each point by 
subtracting the loaded peak position from the unloaded peak position. Stress was calculated for 
each point using the change in peak position and the calculated single-crystal RQa Raman shift 
factor.   
2.11 Stress Map  
A raster stress map was made from Tig03 data using Esri ArcMap 10.3.1. Tig03 stress values 
and their corresponding coordinates were organized into an XYZ format with XY corresponding 
to the spectrum coordinates and Z corresponding to the stress value. A text file was created 
containing the XYZ data and imported into an ArcMap geodatabase. The table was converted 
into spatial point data through the display XY data function. The point to raster tool converted 
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the spatial point data into 10-micron raster cells. The stress raster was classified using the 
Natural Breaks (Jenks) method, which looks for natural groupings within the data. Natural Jenks 
was selected to classify the data as it would adequately display the difference between a 
heterogeneous and homogeneous stress map. Natural Jenks was classified into four total 
categories; too many categories would lose the pattern of stress variation to static while too few 
categories would homogenize the subtleties in the stress variation (Figure 2.29).  
Electron backscatter diffraction was used to make an orientation image map of the sample using 
the JSM6700F Field Emission SEM in UNLV's EMiL.  The map was made using an accelerating 
voltage of 20 kv and a step size of 4 microns.  EBSD data were analyzed using MTEX.  Data 
points with a MAD of greater than 1.2 were removed. Grains were modeled using a grain 
segmentation angle of 2 degrees; non-indexed points were removed as were grains containing 
fewer than 9 pixels. 
The stress map is a georeferenced compilation of layers that create a picture of the state of stress 
on sample Tig03. Points were added to each laser point in the unloaded mosaiced screenshots 
from Tig03 that represent individual spectrum points. The high-resolution micrograph was then 
registered to the mosaiced spectrum point image using iron oxide impurities that show up as 
bright, unique shapes in both micrographs. The points from the mosaiced image were then added 
to the high-resolution micrograph resulting in a high-resolution micrograph with point positions 
(Figure 2.30). The raster stress map and the high-resolution micrograph with spectral points were 
georeferenced with the center of each spectrum point referenced to the center of each corner 
raster cell (Figure 2.31).   
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2.12 Chapter 2 Figures 
 
Figure 2.1 Tiger’s Eye micrograph with grain boundaries: The top image is a micrograph of 
Tiger’s Eye under transmitted light using a Nikon Eclipse LV100POL microscope equipped with 
Nikon DS-L2 camera with a 40x optical objective. The lower image shows outlines of some 
grain boundaries with an average grain size estimated at 30 m.  
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Figure 2.2 Schematic of the rectangular parallelepiped samples: Sides that are the same color are 
parallel to each other while 90-degree angles separate all sample sides. Raman spectra are 
collected on side 3, while compression during loaded tests was applied to sides 1 and 4. 
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Figure 2.3 Rhombohedral cleavage for calcite: The c-axis runs along the diagonal of the 
rhombohedron, while the a-axes cuts through the rhombohedron in a hexagonal plane shown in 
red (Modified from Young 1992).    
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Figure 2.4 Cartoon of Tiger’s Eye crystals orientation relative to the sample’s cut plane: The cut 
plane represents the top of the sample (side 3) with respect to the crystallographic crystal axes. 
The shape of the crystal grains is simplified into a hexagonal crystal system shape and does not 
show the interlocking texture that is indicative of Tiger’s Eye quartz, as seen in Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.5 Sample height problems in the vice and on the Raman spectrometer: a) if the height of 
the sample is over 2mm, the uniaxial vice does not fully contain sides 1 and 4. Stress variations 
in the sample could occur due to uneven compression. b) If the sample is less than 2mm, the 









Figure 2.7 Sample polishing process: Captured micrographs of the surface of the samples during 
each polishing interval using an Olympus SZ-STB1 boom stand microscope. The samples had a 
high surface roughness at a 1000 grit polish reminiscent of hammered metal. The surface of the 
sample at 0.25 mm has a noticeably flatter and even surface more reminiscent of glass.   
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Figure 2.8 Fine polish on Carrara marble. Micrograph of the surface of Carrara Marble taken at 
10x using the Nikon Eclipse LV100POL microscope equipped with a Nikon DS-L2 camera.  a) 
Surface image of Carrara Marble at 0.25 mm polish. b) Surface image of Carrara Marble after a 
polish with 0.05 mm Allied High Tech colloidal silica suspension using the Buehler VibroMet2 
Vibratory Polisher.    
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Figure 2.9 VibroMet puck modification: Macor ceramic spacers centered the sample puck within 




Figure 2.10 Hand Vice: The modified Brown and Sharpe 752 Toolmakers Vise had movable 
steel plates that slid in-line to apply force to the sample. The vice was equipped with a Spark Fun 
















































































































































Figure 2.12 Carrara Marble Break Test 3: While performing the Carrara marble break tests, the 
sample was placed the uniaxial vice with micrographs collected on the surface while 
systematically increasing stress. The micrographs were taken with a 5x objective using a Nikon 
Eclipse LV100POL microscope equipped with a Nikon DS-L2 camera. The first fracture was at 
16 MPa sample mean stress (annotated by the red line), the fracture propagated through the 
sample at 15.6 MPa sample mean stress, and at 14.6 MPa sample mean stress decreased as large 




Figure 2.13 Tigers Eye Break Test 1: Successive micrographs of the surface of Tiger's Eye at 5x, 
while uniaxial compression was incrementally increased from 0 to 57 MPa sample mean stress. 
The first fracture can be seen at early at 10.6 MPa sample mean stress. At each load interval, 




Figure 2.14: Fiducial marks on quartz samples. a) Applied fiducial pits to single-crystal quartz 
with 100 mm spacing by laser drill.  b) Drilled fiduciary holes with 650 mm spacing in sample 
Tig01 by miniature drill press. An upside-down triangle to the upper right-hand side of the 
fiduciary mark is a pit on the surface of the sample. c) Tiger's Eye samples Tig02 and Tig01 had 
applied fiducial stickers cut from aluminum tape by laser drill. The sticker had a 100 x 600 mm 
window, which narrowed the region of interest. Within the window, iron oxide impurities were 




Figure 2.15 The T64000 Horiba Jobin Yvon Raman system: the Raman system consists of an 
argon-krypton laser, a Nikon Eclipse LV100POL integrated confocal microscope equipped with 
a mapping stage, a triple spectrometer, a charge-coupled device (CCD detector), and computer. 
The laser is emitting a 488 nm blue wavelength.    
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Figure 2.16 Laser path schematic of the Horiba Jobin-Yvon T64000 Raman spectrometer in a 
triple configuration: Horiba Jobin Yvon Raman Division, 
https://www.horiba.com/fileadmin/uploads/Scientific/Documents/Raman/HSC-T64000_U1000-
2013-V1.pdf (accessed November 2019), Modified.  
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Figure 2.17 Czerny Turner Monochromator: scattered light at point A enters entrance slit B and 
travels to a concave mirror C. Collimated light from concave mirror C is diffracted by the grating 
at D and reflected and focused by the concave mirror E onto the slit F. Light that passes through 








































































































































































Figure 2.19 Raman spectra of quartz at 488 nm laser wavelength: Raman spectra of single-
crystal quartz acquired with 12 exposures at 12 acquisitions. Spectra includes argon and krypton 
plasma emission lines and quartz peaks. Peak position labels for the plasma emission lines are 
from NIST, while calcite peak position labels are from Hemley (1987).  
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Figure 2.20 Raman spectra of quartz at 514 nm laser wavelength: Raman spectra of single-
crystal quartz acquired with 12 exposures at 12. Spectra includes argon and krypton plasma 
emission lines and quartz peaks. Peak position labels for the plasma emission lines are from 
NIST, while calcite peak position labels are from Hemley (1987). The position of the Argon 520 
cm-1 peak is documented by Craig and Levin (1979).  
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Figure 2.21 Quartz spectra signal to noise ratios: The graph shows the signal to noise ratio values 
plotted against the laser power density in mW of spectra collected from single crystal quartz. 
Power density, exposure time, and the number of acquisitions were systematically adjusted to 
find the highest signal to noise ratio within the shortest amount of exposure and acquisition time. 
Each point is color-coded to acquisition and exposure time and labeled with the amount of time 
in minutes that point took to be measured. The trendlines predict what the signal to noise ratio 
would be at higher laser power densities. A two-minute acquisition and exposure time at 9 mW 
was selected as it resulted in a reasonable high signal to noise ratio in the least amount of time. 
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Figure 2.22 Linear extrapolation example for datapoint 100, 100 from test RQa3. The trendline 
results from the observed and absolute values of the plasma emission line. The corrected value of 
the quartz peak will lie on the plasma emission trendline.  
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Figure 2.23 Carrara marble spectrum: Measured Raman spectrum of the 1438.76 cm-1 peak taken 
during Carrara Marble Test 7 showing uncorrected plasma emission lines at 1430.02 and 
1471.36 cm-1.  
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Figure 2.25 Tig01 micrograph: a) Micrograph of sample Tig01 with three lower center fiduciary 
pits, taken before sample fractured during loaded conditions b) Micrograph of sample Tig01 after 
sample fractured during loaded conditions, the red line shows the original extent of the sample. 
Micrographs of Tiger’s Eye were taken using transmitted light on a Nikon Eclipse LV100POL 
microscope equipped with a Nikon DS-L2 camera with a 10x optical objective.  
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Figure 2.26 Tig01 load cell and mean stress log: upper graph shows the maximum compressive 
stress on the load cell while the lower graph shows the sample mean stress. Tig01 sample broke 
at approximately 9765 seconds (2.7 hours) into the experiment and is expressed as a dip in load 
cell stress (top graph) and an increase of mean stress on the sample (bottom graph). 
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Figure 2.27 Mosaiced screenshots of the spectral data points on loaded Tig03. Green circles are 
for Labspec’s positioning software, while the blue/green laser points can be seen behind the 
green circles. Each laser point represents the exact location of a spectrum within the 4 x 30 
mapping array on the surface of the sample.  
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Figure 2.28 Mosaiced screenshots of the spectral data points on unloaded Tig03. Green circles 
are for Labspec’s positioning software, while the blue/green laser points can be seen behind or to 
the side of the green circles. The green circles were manually moved to the side during the 
experiment to achieve more accurate positioning. Each laser point represents the exact location 
of a spectrum within the 4 x 30 mapping array on the surface of the sample.  
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Figure 2.29 Esri ArcMap natural breaks histogram for Tig03: stress values classified using four 
Natural Breaks sections. 
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Figure 2.30 High-resolution micrograph of the unloaded surface of Tig03. Points represent the 
location of spectra taken from the unloaded Raman map. A Nikon Eclipse LV100POL 
microscope equipped with a Nikon DS-L2 camera using a 10x optical objective was used to 
acquire the Micrograph using reflected light. Uniaxial compression is oriented parallel to the 
long edge of the sample.  
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Figure 2.31 Georeferenced stress raster and Tig03 micrograph. Stress raster represented by a 
colored grid with high stress representing blue and low stress representing red can be seen 
georeferenced on top of the high-resolution Tig03 micrograph containing black circles that 
represent the exact location of the spectrum data points from the unloaded map. Each colored 
raster cell has an area of 100 microns. The center of each black circle can be seen to be within 
the raster cell. Thus, each raster cell can represent the stress value across the entire area of the 
cell at this scale.  
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2.13 Chapter 2 Table 
Table 2.1 Sample break tests. Samples used included single-crystal calcite, Carrara marble, 
single-crystal quartz, and Tiger’s Eye quartz. The mean stress is reported at the first visible 
fracture.  
Sample  
Sample Failure in 
Mean Stress (MPa) 
Average Sample 
Failure (MPa) 
Single Crystal Calcite LA1 4  
Single Crystal Calcite LA2 5 4.37 
Carrara Marble LA1 9  
Carrara Marble 1 12  
Carrara Marble 2 16  
Carrara Marble 3 14  
Carrara Marble Co1 13  
Carrara Marble Co3 13  
Carrara Marble Co4 11  
Carrara Marble Co5 16 13.00 
Single Crystal Quartz a1 9  
Single Crystal Quartz a2 15  
Single Crystal Quartz a3 57  
Single Crystal Quartz a1 M1 32 27.95 
Single Crystal Quartz c1 20  
Single Crystal Quartz c2 60  
Single Crystal Quartz c1 M3 7 28.83 
Tigers Eye 1 11  
Tigers Eye 2 108  
Tigers Eye 3 63  
Tigers Eye 4 30  
Tig M7 02 88  





Chapter 3: Raman Experimental Results  
3.1 Single Crystal Tests 
3.1.1 Single Crystal Calcite  
The 1434 cm-1 peak position was measured for calcite tests as it was the most stress-dependent 
out of all the calcite peak positions. The average peak position for single-crystal calcite was 
1435.512 cm-1 for the non-loaded sample and 1435.509 cm-1 for the sample with a 2 MPa load. 
The standard deviation of the peak positions were 0.017 for the non-loaded sample and 0.034 for 
the loaded sample. The low amount of mean stress on the sample resulted in an average Raman 
stress shift of  -0.003 cm-1 (Table 3.1). The predicted shift was calculated at 0.014 +/- 0.004 cm-1 
(Table 3.2) and was based on the sample mean stress and published Raman stress shift factors 
(Table 1.1). The Raman stress shifts in single-crystal of calcite were limited by the amount of 
uniaxial load the sample could withstand before brittle or plastic deformation. 
The single-crystal calcite histogram shows a narrow, asymmetrical distribution in both the non-
loaded and loaded tests (Figure 3.1). The non-loaded peak position histogram had a smaller 
range of 0.064 cm-1, while the loaded peak position histogram had a larger range of 0.120 cm-1. 
The loaded test completely overlapped the non-loaded test containing both the largest and 
smallest peak positions. An asymmetrical left tailed distribution can be seen in both the loaded 
and non-loaded peak positions in the histogram. A minimum uncertainty was calculated by 
subtracting the minimum Raman stress shift by the average Raman stress shift. The maximum 
uncertainty was calculated by subtracting the average Raman stress shift by the maximum 
Raman stress shift. The uncertainty of the average Raman stress shift was asymmetrical, 
resulting in a value of -0.003, +0.120/-0.073 cm-1. Although a negative Raman stress shift 
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indicated that the crystal was on average in a tensional state, the Raman stress shift uncertainty is 
much higher than the Raman stress shift itself.  
3.1.2 Test RQa3 and RQa4: Raman quartz a-axis tests 3 and 4 
The RQa tests were single-crystal quartz tests that were compressed along the crystallographic a-
axis. Raman testing of these samples resulted in a clear Raman stress shift (Figure 3.2). Test 
RQa3 had peak positions at 464.062 cm-1 for non-loaded samples and 464.481 cm-1 for loaded 
samples at a mean stress of 52 MPa. The RQa3 Raman stress shift was 0.419 +0.253/-0.261 cm-1. 
For RQa4, average loaded peak position was measured at a higher mean stress of 68 MPa. Non-
loaded average peak position was 464.070 cm-1, while the loaded average peak position was 
464.537 cm-1; the result was a higher Raman stress shift of 0.468 +0.247/-0.285 cm-1 (Table 3.3). 
Uncertainty was calculated in the same manner as the single-crystal calcite test, by the minimum 
and maximum possible Raman stress shifts. Published Raman stress shift factors and 
hypothetical mean stresses based on the break test values were used to estimated how large the 
Raman stress shift might be before each test. Both measured Raman stress shifts were within the 
range of the predicted Raman stress shifts. The predicted Raman stress shift for RQa3 was 
calculated at 0.45 +/- 0.082 cm-1 and the predicted Raman stress shift for RQa4 was calculated at 
0.60 +/- 0.110 cm-1 (Table 3.2). 
There is a noticeable change in peak position variability between the non-loaded and loaded tests 
of RQa. The range of the non-loaded tests was 0.304 and 0.326 cm-1 for tests RQa3 and RQa4. 
The loaded peaks displayed an even narrower range than the non-loaded peak positions. This is 
reflected in the standard deviations (SD) of the RQa tests. The SD for the loaded RQa3 is 0.064, 
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and loaded RQa4 is 0.052. The non-loaded RQa3 SD is 0.082, and the non-loaded RQa4 is 
0.096. There is a significant decrease in variability for the loaded peak positions.  
Raman spectra were measured at various locations on the surface of samples RQa to test the 
distribution of stress in a single crystal. Table 3.4 shows peak positions of RQa tests separated 
into two groups, peak positions measured in a line parallel or perpendicular to the orientation of 
compression. SD was used to compare the two groups. Total non-loaded SD of peak positions 
did not differ significantly between perpendicular or parallel groups; perpendicular SD for non-
loaded peak positions were 0.085, and parallel SD for non-loaded peak positions were 0.087. In 
the loaded groups, there were small, consistent differences in SD. Loaded SD for RQa3 peak 
positions parallel to compression was 0.086, while the SD perpendicular to compression was 
0.050. RQa4 showed a similar trend with SD peak positions parallel to compression at 0.079 and 
perpendicular to compression at 0.025. Although there is some variation in the SD, the 
differences are much less than the Raman stress shift seen in the samples.  
3.2 Raman Stress Shift Factors 
The experimentally derived Raman stress shift factors (RSSF) for the RQa tests are comparable 
to other published tests. The RSSF’s were calculated from single-crystal experiments using the 
Raman stress shifts, and the sample’s mean stress. Table 3.5 displays the data used in calculating 
the RSSF’s for both single-crystal calcite and RQa tests. The RSSF for RQa3 was 0.00807 +/- 
0.00343 cm-1/MPa while the RSSF for RQa4 was 0.00712 +/- 0.00257 cm-1/MPa. Both RSSF’s 
were within the uncertainty of the experimental values reported by Asell and Nicol (1968), Dean 
et al. (1982), Hemley (1987), Lei et al. (2015), and Schmidt and Ziemann (2000) (Table 1.2). 
The single-crystal calcite RSSF at 0.0108 +/- 0.0473 cm-1/MPa has a large uncertainty margin 
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resulting in an unclear comparison with Lei et al. (2016), Liu and Mernagh (1990), and Gillet et 
al. (1993) (Table 1.1). The failure to calculate an accurate single-crystal calcite Raman stress 
shift factor was a result of the low average Raman stress shift.  
3.3 Polycrystal Tests 
3.3.1 Carrara Marble Test 7 
The average peak positions for non-loaded and loaded Carrara marble test 7 resulted in a Raman 
stress shift. The average peak position was 1434.334 cm-1 without a load, while the average peak 
position was 1435.523 cm-1 at 10 MPa of mean stress. The Carrara marble Raman stress shift 
was 1.189 +0.120/-0.073 cm-1, with uncertainty from the minimum and maximum possible 
Raman stress shift from the single-crystal calcite experiment (Table 3.6). The predicted shift for 
Carrara marble at 10 MPa of mean stress was calculated at 0.070 +/- 0.020 cm-1 based on 
published calcite Raman shift factors (Table 3.2). 
The histogram of the Carrara marble test 7 peak positions shows a wide and variable distribution 
(Figure 3.1). The non-loaded peak position range was 10.841 cm-1, while the loaded peak 
position range was 11.158 cm-1. The SD of the Carrara marble peak positions follow the same 
trend as the single-crystal calcite SD; loaded peak position SD is greater than non-loaded SD. 
For the Carrara marble test, the non-loaded SD is 2.959 cm-1, while the loaded SD was 2.819 cm-
1 (Table 3.6). Similar to the single-crystal calcite test, the span of the loaded peak positions 
completely engulfed the span of the non-loaded test.   
3.3.2 Test Tig01 
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Test Tig01 resulted in two Raman stress shifts as the sample fractured during testing (Appendix 
3.1). The average Raman stress shift was calculated by subtracting the average non-loaded peak 
positions by the loaded average peak positions. The average non-loaded peak position for test 
Tig01 was 464.507 cm 1. The sample was loaded to a sample mean stress of 60 MPa for the first 
47 spectra. The average peak position for the first 47 spectra was 464.993 cm-1 resulting in a 
Raman stress shift of 0.486 +0.247/-0.285 cm-1. After the sample fractured, the mean stress 
increased to 67 MPa for the next 73 spectra due to the decrease of sample surface area in contact 
with the vice. The average peak position for the remainder of the test was 465.148 cm-1 resulting 
in a Raman stress shift of 0.642 +0247/-0.285 cm-1. Uncertainty for Tig01 was taken from 
experiment RQa4 as the mean stress for RQa4 (68 MPa) was closer in magnitude to the mean 
stress in Tig01 (60 and 67 MPa). Reporting RQa4 uncertainty in test Tig01 was done to maintain 
consistency between the two Tiger’s Eye experiments. The predicted Raman stress shift based on 
60 and 67 MPa along with published values for quartz Raman stress shift factors was calculated 
to be 0.526 +/- 0.110 cm-1 before the break and 0.614 +/- 0.112 cm-1 after the break (Table 3.2).  
The histogram for Tig01 shows loaded and non-loaded peak positions that have a wide 
asymmetrical peak distribution with Raman stress shifts (Figure 3.3). The range of the non-
loaded peak positions was 0.971 cm-1, with an SD of 0.19. The range of the loaded peak 
positions were 0.819 cm-1 (SD of 0.165) before the fracture, then 1.339 cm-1 (SD of 0.185) after 
the fracture. The SD of peak positions in Tig01 was larger than the SD for the peak positions in 
the RQa tests. Both the non-loaded and loaded peak distributions showed asymmetry in their 
distributions with the non-loaded distribution having a narrower left tailed Gaussian curve, and 
the loaded pre-fracture distribution having a left tailed Gaussian curve and loaded post-fracture 
having a right-tailed Gaussian curve. 
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The locations that the measurements were taken on Tig01 were not the same between loaded and 
non-loaded tests, which resulted in the inability to create a stress map from the data. Screenshots 
captured of the sample surface included the position of the Raman laser at the beginning of each 
column in the array (Figure 3.4). The images were then registered together to ensure that spectra 
were collected at the same location for loaded and non-loaded tests. Figure 3.4 shows that the 
non-loaded and loaded spectra were not measured in the same locations, which resulted in the 
inability to calculate a stress shift for individual locations. Elastic strain in the sample, as well as 
user error, were determined to be the cause of the misalignment in the mapping.    
3.3.3 Test Tig03 
The average peak positions for loaded spectrum were 465.757 cm-1, while the unloaded peak 
positions were 464.587 cm-1 at a mean stress of 46 MPa. The SD of the loaded peak positions 
was 0.193 cm-1, while the standard deviation of the unloaded peak positions was 0.184 cm-1. The 
average Raman stress shift, an average of all the stress shifts calculated, is 0.741 +0.247/-0.285 
cm-1. The RQa3 uncertainty values were used for Tig03 as their mean stresses were the closest 
match, RQa3 had a mean stress of 53 MPa, while Tig03 had a mean stress of 46 MPa (Table 
3.2). The predicted Raman stress shift was 0.413 +/- 0.079 cm-1 (Table 3.2) based on a mean 
stress of 46 MPa and published quartz Raman stress shift factors (Table 1.2). The Tig03 
histogram shows a clear Raman stress shift between loaded and non-loaded peak distributions 
(Figure 3.5). The Tig03 histogram shows a wide left tailed, asymmetrical peak distribution with 
overlapping tails. The unloaded peak distribution had a larger range, 1.242 cm-1, than the loaded 
peak position range of 1.098 cm-1  
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The grain orientation map taken with EBSD (Figure 3.6) shows that the crystals are not oriented 
in the same direction. The EBSD orientation map shows grain boundaries outlined by black lines 
with colored areas (grains) that represent a specific orientation. The inverse pole figure (Figure 
3.6b) relates the orientation of the grain to the colors seen on the EBSD orientation map. The 
grains are semi grouped, with teal areas predominant in the lower right representing orientations 
around [0110] while pink areas on the left side of the map oriented closer to [0001]. The pole 
figures (Figure 3.6c) displays the distribution of the grain orientations relative to different 
crystallographic orientations. The Tig03 c-axis is not directly normal to the cut surface of the 
sample but is off by less than 45 degrees. This result shows that there is a significant variation in 
crystal orientation in the columnar habit of Tiger’s Eye quartz. The EBSD orientation map was 
used to create a crystal grain boundary map for the stress map (Figure 3.7). The grain boundaries 
were smoothed using Adobe Illustrator.  
The Tig03 experiment ultimately resulted in the creation of a stress map that shows 
heterogeneous stress magnitudes across the surface of a quartz polycrystal (Figure 3.8). The 
Raman stress shift and the Raman stress shift factor from test RQa3 were used to calculate the 
amount of stress for each location on the sample using equation 12. There is a relatively large 
range of stress magnitudes across the measured surface of Tig03. The average stress for Tig03 
was calculated to be 91.330 +31.351/-32.342 MPa, while the sample was under 46 MPa of mean 
sample stress. Uncertainty values for stress were calculated using the +/- uncertainty of the Tig03 
Raman stress shift, and the Raman stress shift factor from RQa3 (Appendix 3.2). The Tig03 
stress histogram shows a relatively wide, symmetrical Gaussian stress distribution, indicative of 
a wide heterogeneous stress distribution (Figure 3.9). The red lines represent the boundaries 
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between the four categories created by the natural breaks classification that was applied to the 
stress data set. 
While the stress magnitudes in the Tig03 map have a heterogeneous distribution, there were 
subtle groupings of stress on the map. The Tig03 stress map shows that many of the high 
magnitudes stress values on the map are interconnected to other high-stress magnitudes (Figure 
3.10). When compared with the grain boundary map, the stress distribution is heterogeneous at 
an intergranular and intragranular scale. Streams of high-stress magnitudes span multiple grains, 
as do low-stress magnitudes. At an intragranular scale, stress is heterogeneous in magnitude in 
the larger crystals on the map (Figure 3.11).   
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3.4 Chapter 3 Figures 
Figure 3.1: Histogram of Single-crystal calcite and Carrara marble test 7. The histogram shows 
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Figure 3.2 RQa peak position histogram. The histogram includes the non-loaded and loaded peak 






















Figure 3.3 Tig01 peak position histogram. Histogram includes the non-loaded and loaded peak 
positions. The yellow histogram values were collected before the loaded sample fractured, and 





















Figure 3.4 Spectra misalignment. The image consists of three screenshots showing the laser point 
(bright spot under the green dot) located at the first point of their respective columns in a 3 x 40 
array taken from the Raman Labspec program. The screenshots were registered together using 
local iron oxide inclusions, which are seen as light-colored shapes against the blue background. 
The row of black squares represents the locations where the spectra under non-loaded conditions 
were located. The blue, yellow, and green squares show the locations of the spectra under loaded 
conditions. The colored squares do not match up with the row of black squares when the 
screenshots are registered into one image.  
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Figure 3.5 Tig03 peak position histogram. Histogram includes the non-load and loaded peak 
















Figure 3.6 EBSD grain orientation map. a) EBSD image of the Tig03 surface showing grain 
boundaries and orientation. The iron oxide inclusions were not included during the acquisition of 
the EBSD image. b) The inverse pole figure shows the color classification scheme for the 
different orientations of the crystal grains in a. c) Pole figures of the lower hemisphere projection 
showing the orientation distribution from the EBSD map. The crystallographic c-axis is not 
aligned normal to the sample surface.
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Figure 3.7 Grain boundary map: a) EBSD image of the Tig03 surface showing grain boundaries 
and orientation.   b) Colors were excluded from panel a to show only the grain boundaries. c) 




Figure 3.8 Stress map on Tig03. A Nikon Eclipse LV100POL microscope equipped with a Nikon 
DS-L2 camera using a 40x optical objective was used to acquire the background Micrograph 
using reflected light. Light areas in the background micrograph are iron oxide phases, which 
were used as fiduciary marks for raster and EBSD map positioning. The dark regions of the 
micrograph are quartz. The stress map, in conjunction with the EBSD and background 
micrograph, shows heterogeneous stress across the surface of the mapped area of the sample as 
the sample was under an outer boundary condition of 46 MPa of uniaxial compression.   
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Figure 3.9 Raman stress shift histogram of Tig03. Bin size is 6.28 MPa, which is proportional to 
a bin size of 0.05 cm-1 used with the quartz histograms. Esri ArcMap was used to classify the 
data into four groups using the Natural Breaks function. The break values are represented by a 
red line on the graph and show the division of the stress magnitudes into four groups.   
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Figure 3.10 Intergranular stress in Tig03. A portion of the Tig03 stress map with an enlarged 
area showing interconnected cells of high magnitude stress. The black dots represent the location 
of where spectra were located for loaded and unloaded tests. The interconnected high magnitude 
of stress has an intergranular relationship with the crystal grains.  
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Figure 3.11 Intragranular heterogeneous stress in Tig03. Portions of the Tig03 stress map with 
enlarged areas show larger crystals within the map.  The black dots represent the location of 
where spectra were located for loaded and unloaded tests. The stress magnitudes within the 
larger grains display a heterogeneous distribution.  
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3.5 Chapter 3 Tables 
Table 3.1 Single -crystal calcite test 1:  Corrected peak positions for non-loaded and loaded 
conditions on the surface of the sample are considered to be at random locations on the sample.  
 No Load (0 MPa) 
Peak Position 
Load (2 MPa) Peak 
Position   
 1435.526 1435.468 
 1435.532 1435.502 
 1435.498 1435.462 
 1435.522 1435.516 
 1435.526 1435.478 
 1435.504 1435.516 
 1435.498 1435.540 
 1435.516 1435.514 
 1435.494 1435.506 
 1435.528 1435.538 
 1435.516 1435.534 
 1435.518 1435.496 
 1435.498 1435.578 
 1435.514 1435.458 
 1435.510 1435.490 
 1435.482 1435.552 
 1435.534 1435.462 
 1435.470 1435.552 
 1435.522 1435.493 
  1435.530 1435.516 
Standard Deviation 0.017 0.034 
Minimum  1435.470 1435.458 
Maximum  1435.534 1435.578 
Range 0.064 0.120 
Average 1435.512 1435.509 
Maximum Raman Shift 0.120 
Minimum Raman Shift -0.076 
Average Raman Stress Shift -0.003 
+ Raman Stress Shift Uncertainty 0.120 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 3.3 Single-crystal quartz tests. Corrected peak position uncertainty is calculated from the 
minimum and maximum Raman stress shift. Non-loaded and loaded peak positions are 
considered to be at the same locations on the surface of the test sample. 
Spectrum Point 
RQa3 No-

















1 464.041 464.364 464.015 464.624 
2 464.205 464.450 463.909 464.572 
3 464.052 464.542 464.044 464.418 
4 464.136 464.536 464.044 464.587 
5 463.975 464.573 463.961 464.540 
6 464.043 464.435 464.129 464.496 
7 464.062 464.530 464.187 464.539 
8 464.043 464.425 463.991 464.562 
9 463.902 464.506 464.156 464.504 
10 464.108 464.511 464.097 464.515 
11 464.162 464.495 464.235 464.548 
12 464.017 464.402 464.070 464.545 
Standard Deviation 0.082 0.064 0.096 0.052 
Minimum 463.902 464.364 463.909 464.418 
Maximum 464.205 464.573 464.235 464.624 
Range  0.304 0.209 0.326 0.206 
Average   464.062 464.481 464.070 464.537 
Maximum Raman Shift 0.671 0.715 
Minimum Raman Shift 0.158 0.183 
Average Raman Stress Shift 0.419 0.468 
+ Raman Stress Shift Uncertainty 0.253 0.247 




Table 3.4: RQa peak position standard deviation. Standard deviations for different sets of peak 
positions taken across the sample surface of RQa3 and RQa4. Peak positions were measured 
across two lines that were perpendicular and parallel to the direction of compression.  









464.041 464.043 464.364 464.435 
464.205 464.062 464.450 464.530 
464.052 464.043 464.542 464.425 
464.136 463.902 464.536 464.506 
463.975 464.108 464.573 464.511 
 464.162   464.495 
  464.017   464.402 
Std Std Std Std 
0.090 0.081 0.086 0.050 
     









464.015 464.129 464.624 464.496 
463.909 464.187 464.572 464.539 
464.044 463.991 464.418 464.562 
464.044 464.156 464.587 464.504 
463.961 464.097 464.540 464.515 
 464.235   464.548 
  464.070   464.545 
Std Std Std Std 
0.059 0.080 0.079 0.025 
     
RQa No-load Total STD    





















































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 3.6: Carrara Marble Test 7 corrected peak positions. Spectrum positions for non-loaded 
and loaded conditions on the surface of the sample are considered to be at random locations. 
No-load (0 MPa) Peak Position Load (10 MPa) Peak Position 
1435.995 1432.792 1437.197 1429.377 
1435.928 1435.462 1432.135 1433.685 
1438.179 1432.325 1432.142 1430.864 
1433.725 1434.753 1430.248 1432.612 
1433.682 1431.287 1436.503 1439.714 
1432.126 1433.230 1437.523 1436.606 
1432.781 1436.053 1441.088 1436.266 
1435.956 1436.775 1430.632 1435.340 
1434.517 1433.274 1432.870 1435.778 
1436.146 1433.820 1432.333 1435.663 
1434.718 1433.308 1433.799 1438.863 
1437.505 1435.081 1437.377 1434.673 
1433.914 1435.325 1432.139 1434.580 
1435.616 1436.153 1436.000 1435.837 
1433.836 1433.099 1432.652 1434.942 
1433.248 1433.127 1436.968 1440.535 
1431.626 1434.823 1434.713 1436.190 
1436.060 1434.039 1431.699 1437.885 
    
    
No-Load Peak 
Position Load Peak Position 
Standard Deviation 2.959 2.819 
Minimum  1430.248 1429.377 
Maximum  1441.088 1440.535 
Range 10.841 11.158 
Average 1434.334 1435.523 
Average Raman Stress Shift 1.189 
+ Single Crystal Calcite Raman Stress Shift 
Uncertainty  0.120 
- Single Crystal Calcite Raman Stress Shift 
Uncertainty  0.073 





Chapter 4: Discussion and Conclusion 
Experimental goals were to discover the type of stress distribution that is prominent in a natural 
polycrystal sample using calcite and quartz. While calcite results were unsuccessful, 
experimental testing of single-crystal quartz resulted in a reasonable Raman stress shift, a Raman 
stress shift factor (RSSF), and a level of uncertainty sufficient to be used in interpreting the 
quartz polycrystal tests. The RSSF from the RQa3 test was applied to the polycrystal experiment 
Tig03, where the Raman stress shifts were converted to a stress map showing a heterogeneous 
stress distribution. The proposed hypothesis is that stress percolation will be the best model that 
describes stress distribution in a natural polycrystal.   
4.1 Single Crystals  
4.1.1 Homogeneous Stress in Single Crystals 
An assumption made in this experiment is that a single crystal will homogeneously react to an 
external boundary condition. A uniform reaction to stress would result in a narrow distribution of 
Raman peak positions. Figure 4.1 shows a comparison between the ranges of quartz single-
crystal and polycrystal Raman peak positions. The non-loaded RQa tests show narrow ranges in 
peak position compared with the ranges of the polycrystal peak positions. The standard 
deviations (SD) of the peak positions reflect this as well. Furthermore, the SD of the loaded RQa 
peak positions is smaller than the unloaded SD of the RQa peak positions. This suggests that 
there is a relatively uniform reaction to stress at all measured points on the crystal and supports 
the assumption that the stress state in a single crystal is homogeneous.  
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Single crystal calcite did not produce a discernable Raman stress shift at a mean stress of 2 MPa. 
Single crystal test failure resulted in the inability to calculate the Raman stress shift factor 
(RSSF) and test uncertainty for polycrystal calcite. Uniaxially compressing the single-crystal 
calcite to a higher mean stress is not probable as the sample has very low tenacity, because of 
this, single-crystal calcite is not a viable material for this experiment.  
4.1.2 Raman stress shift factors 
The single-crystal quartz RQa tests resulted in RSSFs that were comparable to other published 
RSSFs (Table 4.1). Published RSSFs were obtained through hydrostatic diamond anvil testing, 
while the RSSFs from the RQa experiments were obtained through uniaxial testing. The different 
methods for testing could explain why the RSSF from the RQa tests is slightly lower than the 
values from other published studies. In a uniaxial configuration, friction between the sample and 
the metal plates of the vice will result from the different Poisson’s ratios of the two materials; as 
one seeks to expand more than the other in the transverse direction. Friction at the interface 
between sample and metal could be large enough to reduce the amount of compressional strain in 
the sample, which would yield a lower Raman stress shift than what would be seen in a 
hydrostatic experiment. As a result, the RSSF could be lower. The RQa RSSF was used to 
calculate the stress in the Tig03 experiment rather than the published RSSFs since it was 
measured using the same experimental geometry. 
4.1.3 Test Uncertainty  
Accurately measuring the test uncertainty is vital for assessing whether the results for the 
polycrystal map are meaningful. It is essential to have a method for accurately calculating 
uncertainty that can distinguish between the two possible models proposed in this study, the 
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Reuss iso-stress and stress percolation model. In the Reuss model, stress should be the same 
value at each measured point in the polycrystal. As a result, the variation in peak position would 
be an appropriate measure of uncertainty for a Reuss model.  The stress percolation model 
requires a different approach to calculating uncertainty in a polycrystal. In a stress percolation 
model, a considerable variation of stress magnitude would be expected and not erroneous. 
Residual stress possibly present in the polycrystal samples would also skew uncertainty 
comparisons between loaded and non-loaded experiments. As a result, it was necessary to use 
uncertainty from single-crystal experiments and apply them to their polycrystal counterparts. 
Uncertainty from single-crystal experiments also provides a method to measure uncertainty that 
accommodates both possible models.   
4.1.4 Uncertainty in Single-crystal Tests 
Test uncertainty for the single-crystal Raman stress shift experiments comes from several 
sources. There is uncertainty inherent from the Raman spectrometer. Some of this uncertainty is 
dealt with by using the plasma emission lines as calibration standards and correcting every 
measured spectrum through linear interpolation or extrapolation. The load cell used to measure 
the stress in loaded experiments also has uncertainty, a standard deviation of 0.018. Uncertainty 
is inherent in the peak fitting process; a standard error of less than 0.05 cm-1 was considered an 
acceptable fit for the model. Measurement uncertainty also originates from the single-crystal 
samples. The samples used are naturally occurring, with imperfections such as fluid inclusions, 
dislocations, and twin boundaries. Any of these imperfections could easily affect the stress 
distribution measured in the crystals.  
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Single-crystal uncertainty was calculated using the minimum and maximum Raman stress shifts. 
The center of Figure 4.2 shows the RQa loaded and non-load peak distributions (black lines) and 
their minimum and maximum possible Raman stress shifts (red lines). The maximum Raman 
stress shift that is possible in the dataset is the lowest non-loaded wavenumber subtracted from 
the highest loaded wavenumber. The minimum Raman stress shift is the highest non-loaded 
wavenumber subtracted from the lowest loaded wavenumber. The blue line represents all of the 
possible values of Raman stress shifts, with the average represented by a circle.  
4.1.5 Uncertainty in Polycyrstal Tests 
The polycrystal tests contain the same sources of uncertainty that the single-crystal tests have, as 
well as some additional sources. The Tiger’s Eye tests may contain uncertainty from the 
influence of iron oxide inclusions and Raman orientation effects. Both of these sources might 
affect the peak position in each spectrum. To test whether peak position was affected by the 
presence of iron oxide inclusions, a raster consisting of peak positions from the unloaded Tig03 
test was compared with the high-resolution micrograph showing the iron oxide inclusions as 
bright spots on the surface of the sample (Figure 4.3). Raster cells that contained a bright iron 
oxide inclusion were labeled with a (1), while raster cells that did not have an iron oxide 
inclusion were labeled with a (0). The two groups of raster cells do not show a difference in peak 
position, as seen from the histogram (Figure 4.4). As a result, spectra near iron oxide inclusions 
are not affected by the proximity of the inclusions. A map was made to test the influence of grain 
orientation on Raman peak positions using the EBSD grain orientation map layered with 
numbers that represent the peak position. The goal was to test the peak position as a function of 
crystallographic orientation (Figure 4.5). Each number in the map is positioned directly over the 
spectrum location for the unloaded Tig03 test and is approximately 4 m in size. Each sequential 
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number represents a difference of 0.05 cm-1. Large grains with different orientations were 
selected (labeled A-F) to investigate the peak positions measured in each grain. Peak positions 
for spectra measured on or bordering grain boundaries were excluded from the analysis. The 
orientation map shows that there is a trend towards a random variation in peak positon within 
each grain. A histogram was made that shows the peak positions grouped by grain (Figure 4.6). 
A crystallographic orientation effect in the Raman spectra would result in a histogram where 
each crystal grain would have unique groupings in peak position. The crystallographic 
orientation histogram shows that the peak positions in each grain randomly overlap other grains, 
confirming that there is no crystallographic orientation effect present in the Raman spectra.  
Because most of the uncertainty is the same between single-crystal and a polycrystal, the 
differences between the single-crystal and polycrystal tests will be from the different stress 
reactions rather than sources of uncertainty. Therefore, the single-crystal uncertainty can be used 
as a control to gauge uncertainty in the polycrystal tests.  
4.2 Polycrystals 
4.2.1 Calcite  
The Carrara marble samples were the first to be tested using Raman spectroscopy. As a result, 
most of the experimental methods that were later used to obtain a quartz stress map were 
developed through trial and error during calcite testing. The Carrara marble test is suspect as it 
produced an average Raman stress shift much higher than anticipated at 1.189 cm-1 with a mean 
stress of only 10 MPa. Using the published RSSF’s for calcite, the predicted Raman stress shift 
should be around 0.070 cm-1. The large average Raman stress shift in the Carrara marble test is a 
polar opposite when compared to the results of the complete absence of a Raman stress shift in 
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single-crystal calcite. The calcite data was critical to the development of the methods that lead to 
a successful quartz stress map, and only to that extent is the data valuable. The methods at the 
time of data collection were not reliable and consistent enough for the Carrara Marble Test 7 
results to be considered accurate. For Carrara Marble, additional testing using current Raman 
methods would be required to obtain accurate data.  
4.2.2 Heterogeneous Stress Distribution in Quartz  
The Tig03 stress map (Figure 3.8) and corresponding stress histogram (Figure 3.9) indicate 
heterogeneous stress states across the quartz polycrystal samples. The Tig03 stress map shows a 
heterogeneous stress distribution at an intragranular and intergranular scale. Figure 3.11 shows 
variable magnitudes of stress within the grain boundaries of larger grains, which supports a stress 
percolation stress distribution model. The stress histogram illustrates the heterogeneous stress 
distribution of the entire stress map. The shape of the stress histogram is relatively broad with 
symmetrical tails, reflective of a heterogeneous stress distribution.  
4.2.3 Non-loaded Polycrystal distributions 
The shape of non-loaded polycrystal peak position histograms suggests that residual stress could 
be present in the polycrystal quartz samples. Each spectrum from the non-loaded polycrystal 
tests would measure crystals with no external boundary conditions imposed upon them. So why 
does not the non-loaded monomineralic polycrystal histograms look more like the single-crystal 
histograms? Localized boundary conditions (residual stress) may be present in polycrystals that 
form in higher pressure or temperature conditions. Metamorphic Tiger’s Eye quartz formed in 
higher stress conditions from a crack seal vein mechanism (Heaney and Fisher 2003). Sekine and 
Hayashi (2009) measured compressional and tensional residual stress in a metamorphosed schist 
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containing secondary veins of monomineralic quartz using x-ray diffraction. They found that 
most of the residual stress in the quartz was compressive and between 5-30 MPa. This magnitude 
of residual stress was thought to be from the different elastic and thermal properties between the 
host rock and the quartz vein. Residual stress in a non-loaded polycrystal might result in a 
distribution where the bulk of the peak positions would be located at their regular Raman shift 
positions, while small portions of the sample under residual stress could produce enough of a 
Raman stress shift in the spectra to cause the outliers making up the wide tails seen in 
histograms. The shape of the non-loaded histograms shows narrow Gaussian distributions while 
the loaded histograms have a wider Gaussian distribution (Figure 3.3 and 3.5). 
4.3 Stress percolation  
A characteristic aspect of stress percolation includes the presence of force chains that contain a 
larger amount of stress than the imposed external average (Thornton and Zhang 2010). The 
heterogeneous stress distribution seen in Tig03 shows distinct areas of interconnected raster cells 
classified with high stress (Figure 3.10). The average stress within the polycrystal is 90.662 
+31.064/-35.772, while the imposed external stress is 46.900 +/- 2.960 MPa. Uncertainty for the 
amount of imposed external stress was calculated through force balance equations (15-17) using 
the load cell uncertainty (SD 0.018) and the sample area uncertainty for Tig03 (0.030 mm). The 
Tig03 stress magnitudes have a large enough variance in stress that when the single crystal 
uncertainty is applied to the stress values, the distribution is still heterogeneous. Figure 4.7 
shows the distribution of stress (black dot) with uncertainty bars from RQa3 single-crystal quartz 
resulting in a stress uncertainty of  +31.784/-32.789. There are a number of stress magnitudes 
that lie outside the uncertainty bounds (the solid black lines) of the average stress (red dashed 
line). These stress magnitudes do not have any overlap in uncertainty with stress magnitudes on 
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the opposite side of the graph. This supports that the overall stress state is still heterogeneous in 
nature, with the single crystal uncertainty applied.   
Interconnected regions of low magnitude stress are also present in the map and are often near the 
high magnitude areas. Some raster cells classified with high magnitude show evidence of linear 
patterning, which resembles strong contacts or force chain patterns produced by stress 
percolation. The patterns of stress do not show clear evidence of being controlled by grain 
boundaries or grain orientations.  
4.4 Conclusion  
A method has been presented that allows for the measurement of stress on the surface of single-
crystal and polycrystalline materials using Raman spectroscopy. The resultant stress map of 
polycrystalline Tiger’s Eye quartz shows 1) intergranular streams of high magnitude stress that 
are greater than the amount of average externally imposed stress on the sample, 2) intergranular 
regions of low stress that is equal to or lower than the amount of average externally imposed 
stress on the sample, 3) large polycrystal grains in the map showing heterogenous intragranular 
stress states and, 4) stress patterning not visibly controlled by grain boundaries or grain 
orientations.  
Experimentation that did not result in a stress map also yielded useful results. The narrow 
distributions of peak positions for the quartz data confirm the assumption that a single boundary 
condition imposed on a single crystal results in homogeneous stress across the crystal. The clear 
Raman stress shift in the single crystal quartz tests resulted in RSSF’s that were within the error 
of other published experiments. The magnitudes of the Raman stress shifts measured for single-
crystal quartz were comparable with the quartz polycrystal tests.  
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The calcite tests did not yield quality data due to the inconsistencies in the methods used to 
obtain the data. The single-crystal calcite test was ultimately unable to hold enough of a load to 
produce a discernable Raman shift, while an experimentally derived Carrara marble Raman 
stress shift was far above the predicted Ramans stress shift using the RSSF from other published 
experiments.   
The experimental results have implications that could change the way we think of stress in the 
field of deformation. The experiments support stress percolation as the model that describes the 
stress distribution in a polycrystal. The traditional Reuss approximation, used as a foundation in 
many deformation studies, contains well known unreasonable assumptions. Individual grains 
need to be free to strain without the limitations of their neighboring grains to maintain a Reuss 
stress state in a polycrystal. This ultimately creates a space problem, as in reality, the interlocked 
grains have neighbors that influence the possible reactions of each grain. The stress percolation 
model allows a polycrystal to react to an external boundary condition with a heterogeneous 
elastic strain that maintains force balance with localized heterogeneous stress at an intergranular 
and intragranular scale. The Tiger’s Eye stress map confirms the heterogeneous distribution of 
stress in a polycrystal with a single external boundary condition and is best modeled by stress 
percolation. Stress percolation as the mechanism for stress distribution in rocks is important for 
deformational science as it unifies micro and macro deformation.  
4.5 Future Work 
Additional work would be helpful to confirm the results of Tig03 and obtain a larger map with 
higher spatial resolution. A larger Raman stress shift map could show a complete picture of a 
stress percolation network while taking spectra at closer XY increments would allow for more 
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data points inside crystal grains. Adapting both of these for future testing would give a more 
visually intuitive picture for discerning stress percolation. Two experimental problems at the 
moment are keeping this from happening. The sample surface needs to be oriented perpendicular 
to the laser, so that focus of the Raman beam is not lost as the sample is translated. With better 
accuracy in parallel sides, automated Raman mapping can be utilized for either a loaded or 
unloaded test, which would significantly reduce the amount of labor-intensive work involved in 
collecting spectra. The other problem that would need to be resolved for automated mapping is 
the accommodation of strain between the spectra positions between a loaded and unloaded 
sample. Elastic strain in Tig03 between the non-loaded and loaded spectrum positions was great 
enough that a pre-programmed array would not cover the same points between a loaded and 
unloaded sample (Figures 2.27-28). An adaptive mapping program would need to be used that 
could adjust points in the array to be in the same locations between loaded and unloaded tests. 
Currently, the automated mapping program does not spatially adjust between the original 
unstrained location of collected spectra and the new strained location of collected spectra. As 
spatial resolution increases on the sample surface, this problem becomes more of an issue. 
Additional improvements can also be made to the map by measuring individual components of 
the stress tensor at each point. Measurement of the individual stress tensor components would 
give a more definitive picture of what is happening inside the stress map.  
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4.6 Chapter 4 Figures 
Figure 4.1 Range of Raman quartz peak positions for single-crystal and polycrystal tests. Each 
test is represented by a bar that shows the full range of peak positions. Colored circles represent 
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Figure 4.3 Iron oxide inclusion map for unloaded test Tig03. Wavenumbers are classified into 
four groups and are represented by raster cells 10 x 10 m in size. Each square was categorized 
with either having an iron oxide inclusion (1) or not having an iron oxide inclusion (0) within the 
raster cell boundary. Each square was categorized based on the presence or absence of the bright 
iron oxide inclusions in the micrograph.  
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Figure 4.4: Histogram of iron oxide proximity unloaded Tig03 peak positions. Peak positions are 
separated into two groups; peak positions including or not including an iron oxide inclusion 
within the boundaries of the 10 x 10 m raster cell. The iron oxide inclusion group had a sample 
population of 80, while the non-iron oxide group had a sample population of 40. The distribution 
of the peak positions is the same for both groups that indicate that iron oxide inclusions are not 
having an influence on the Tig03 Raman shifts. The bin size is 0.05 cm-1.  
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Figure 4.5: Orientation and wavenumber map for unloaded Test Tig03. Each sequential number 
in the map has a difference of 0.05 cm-1. The size of each number represents approximately 4 m 
in size and is positioned over the location that each spectrum was collected at. The numbers 
located in the large crystals have significant variation, which shows that grain orientation is not 



























































































































































































































































Figure 4.7 Tig03 stress magnitudes with single-crystal uncertainty. The stress magnitudes are in 
the order that their spectra were collected in the mapping grid and referred to as grid point. 
Uncertainty bars for the stress magnitudes are based on the RQa single-crystal test and are + 
31.784 and - 32.789 MPa. The average stress magnitude is 91.722 MPa and is represented by a 
red dashed line; two black lines represent the minimum and maximum uncertainty for the 
average stress magnitude. Several stress magnitudes outside the black lines do not overlap in 
uncertainty. This indicates that when the single crystal uncertainty is applied to the Tig03 stress 
magnitudes, a heterogeneous stress distribution is present in the Tig03 map.  
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4.7 Chapter 4 Tables 
Table 4.1 RSSF’s for quartz. Includes published works and single-crystal RQa experiments. 
RSSFs for the 464 cm-1 quartz peak is reported in cm-1/MPa. 
465 cm-1 Reference 
0.0090 Asell and Nicol (1968) 
0.0081 Dean et. al. (1982) 
0.0080 Hemley (1987)  
0.0080 Jayaraman et. al. (1987) 
0.0084 Lei et. al. (2015) 
not reported Tekippe et. al. (1973) 
0.0096 Schmidt and Ziemann (2000) 
0.00796 This Work (RQa3) 






2.1 Sample Preparation Equipment List 
Allied High Tech Products, Inc.  
GreenLube Polishing Lubricant Item #90-209005, Lot 44606/G19JG 
0.05-micron Colloidal Silica Suspension, Non-Crystalizing #180-20000 Lot 20051/J18GC 
TECH-Cloth Adhesive Back Disc, 8”/200mm Item # 85-150-360 
White Label Adhesive Back Disk, 8”/200mm Item #90-150-500 
 
Beta Diamond 
Polishing Pads 8” 
Diamond Spray MBD Type 4 oz; 9, 6, 3, 1, ½, ¼ micron 
 
Branson 2510 Sonic Cleaner 
 
Brown and Sharpe 752 Toolmakers Vise 
 
Buehler 
SamplKup 1” diameter #20-9178 
EpoThin 2 Epoxy Resin #20-3440-032 Lot 760501331 
EpoThin 2 Epoxy Hardener Item #20-3442-016 Lot 761501333 
Release Agent Item # 20-8185-032 Lot 603-500271 
VibroMet 2 Vibratory Polisher 
MagnoMet Ferromagnetic Disc 8” Carrier Plate Item # 162072 
 
Fisher Scientific Maxima C Plus Model M2C Vacuum 
 
Globe Scientific Inc. 5.8 ml Transfer Pipet, Fine Tip #134050 Lot 5104182-14 
 
Metallurgical Supply Company MEC-430-1 
Silicon Carbide Powder 240 Grit 
Silicon Carbide Powder 600 Grit 
 
Microlux Variable Speed Miniature Drill Press 
 
Olympus SZ-STB1 Boom Stand Microscope  
 
South Bay Technology, Inc.  
Model 650 Low Speed Diamond Wheel Saw 
Precision Alumina Powder 50 micron/1000 Grit 
 
SPI Supplies Crystal bond 509 Mounting Adhesive Lot # 1170104  









2.2 Raman File Separation Fortran Code  
program raman_reader 
  implicit none 
    ! Variables 
    INTEGER :: i, j, k, m, numrows, numcols 
    INTEGER :: ixpos, iypos 
    real :: xpos, ypos 
    character(len=14) :: afilename 
    CHARACTER(LEN=30) :: rowfmt 
    DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION(:,:), ALLOCATABLE :: array 
    DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION(:,:), ALLOCATABLE :: firstrow 
 Integer  n,ifin 
 
    print *, 'Hello World again' 
    Print *, 'How many rows are in the file I am going to read? Do not include the first row.' 
    read (5,*) numrows 
    Print *, 'Thank you!' 
 !   Print *, 'How many columns are in the file I am going to read?' 
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    Print *, 'Currently the program is set to read files with the first two columns x and y and then 
2050 columns of spectra' 
    Print *, 'If the file has more we need to revise the program' 
 !   Read (5,*) numcols 
!    numrows=196 
    numcols=2050 !PUT IN THE NUMBER OF TOTAL COLUMNS 
 
    ALLOCATE(array(numrows,numcols)) 
    ALLOCATE(firstrow(1,numcols)) 
 
    WRITE(rowfmt,'(A,I4,A)') '(',numcols,'(1X,I6))' 
 
    OPEN (UNIT=21,file='ramandata',status='OLD',err=300) 
 
    read(21,*) (firstrow(1,k),k=1,2048) !PUT IN THE NUMBER OF TOTAL COLUMNS -2 
    read(21,*)((array(i,j),j=1,2050),i=1,numrows) !PUT IN THE NUMBER OF TOTAL 
COLUMNS 
 
    Do 200 m=1,numrows 
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        xpos=array(m,1)*10 
        ypos=array(m,2)*10 
        ixpos=int(xpos) 
        iypos=int(ypos) 
        write (afilename, "(A2,I5,A2,I5)") "cx",ixpos,"cy",iypos 
        print *, trim(afilename) 
 !     write(6,*)afilename 
        OPEN (UNIT=22,file=afilename,ACTION="write", STATUS="replace", & 
       RECL=(7*numcols+10)) 
            Do 100 n=1,2048 !PUT IN THE NUMBER OF TOTAL COLUMNS -2 
            write(22,*)firstrow(1,n),array(m,n+2) 
  100 Continue 
       write(6,*)afilename 
       CLOSE(unit=22) 
  200 Continue 
      CLOSE(UNIT=21) 
 
  300  print *, 'all done' 
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  301 Continue 
 




2.3 Fityk Batch Processing Lua Code 
# this is the script to peak fit Raman Data for the Stress Percolation Project. 
#The first line will load all the individual text files. It is important to limit the path length. To 
change the datasets upload them in fityk and then copy the script over into this document 
replacing the first line of code.  
@+ <'C:\Users\genev\Documents\Genevieve K\Raman 
Project\Kidman\Quartz\July2\RQa2_Load\RQa2_Load_1.txt' ; @+ 
<'C:\Users\genev\Documents\Genevieve K\Raman 
Project\Kidman\Quartz\July2\RQa2_Load\RQa2_Load_2.txt' ; @+ 
<'C:\Users\genev\Documents\Genevieve K\Raman 
Project\Kidman\Quartz\July2\RQa2_Load\RQa2_Load_3.txt' ; @+ 
<'C:\Users\genev\Documents\Genevieve K\Raman 
Project\Kidman\Quartz\July2\RQa2_Load\RQa2_Load_4.txt' ; @+ 
<'C:\Users\genev\Documents\Genevieve K\Raman 
Project\Kidman\Quartz\July2\RQa2_Load\RQa2_Load_5.txt' ; @+ 
<'C:\Users\genev\Documents\Genevieve K\Raman 
Project\Kidman\Quartz\July2\RQa2_Load\RQa2_Load_11.txt' ; @+ 
<'C:\Users\genev\Documents\Genevieve K\Raman 
Project\Kidman\Quartz\July2\RQa2_Load\RQa2_Load_22.txt' ; @+ 
<'C:\Users\genev\Documents\Genevieve K\Raman 




Project\Kidman\Quartz\July2\RQa2_Load\RQa2_Load_44.txt' ; @+ 
<'C:\Users\genev\Documents\Genevieve K\Raman 
Project\Kidman\Quartz\July2\RQa2_Load\RQa2_Load_55.txt' 
#The following line is to set up the inactive points and active points according to the bandpass 
filter range for the Raman data.  
@*: A = a and not (77.1 < x and x < 191.1) 
@*: A = a and not (279.5 < x and x < 384.9) 
 
#The following line will subtract the background. It will be necessary to check that the 
background intensity is about the same in all the spectra. It will be necessary to fit one and then 
copy the values over into this script as background levels vary 
%bg0 = Spline(191.41,1216.5, 226.07,1201.1, 238.06,1180, 260.88,1173.2, 278.982,1167.9) 
@0: Y = y - %bg0(x) 
@1.F=copy(@0.F); %bg1=copy(%bg0) 
@1: Y = y - %bg1(x) 
@2.F=copy(@1.F); %bg2=copy(%bg1) 
@2: Y = y - %bg2(x) 
@3.F=copy(@2.F); %bg3=copy(%bg2) 




@4: Y = y - %bg4(x) 
@5.F=copy(@4.F); %bg5=copy(%bg4) 
@5: Y = y - %bg5(x) 
@6.F=copy(@5.F); %bg6=copy(%bg5) 
@6: Y = y - %bg6(x) 
@7.F=copy(@6.F); %bg7=copy(%bg6) 
@7: Y = y - %bg7(x) 
@8.F=copy(@7.F); %bg8=copy(%bg7) 
@8: Y = y - %bg8(x) 
@9.F=copy(@8.F); %bg9=copy(%bg8) 
@9: Y = y - %bg9(x) 
 
#The following line will fit the three desired peaks, if the peak guessing does not work, it will be 
necessary to manually place a peak and then fit that to the rest of the spectra. This will depend on 
the intensity of the peak as fityk will fit the most intense followed by the second most intense, 
etc... 
@*.F += PseudoVoigt(height=~96, center=~206.74, area=~1476.48, hwhm=~7.69) 
@*.F += PseudoVoigt(height=~1317, center=~222.51, area=~2028.18, hwhm=~0.77) 
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@*.F += PseudoVoigt(height=~424, center=~273.67, area=~814.08, hwhm=~0.96) 
 
#The final line will export all the peak information and file name into one text file. It is 
necessary that the location and name of the text file is set at the end of the pathname. It will 
create this file when the script is run successfully. 
@*: info filename, peaks >> 'C:\Users\genev\Desktop\Results.txt' 
#The best way to make this script work is to fit one dataset and copy and paste the command line 
into this script  
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3.1 Tig01 Raman Data 
Test Tig01 corrected data. Uncertainty is from the RQa3 experiment.  
 No Load (0 MPa) 
Peak Position  
Load (60 MPa) 
Peak Position  
Load (67 MPa) 
Peak Position 
  
 464.569 465.260  
 464.497 465.074  
 464.566 465.272  
 464.702 465.119  
 464.602 465.197  
 464.511 465.137  
 464.436 465.009  
 464.542 465.070  
 464.531 465.038  
 464.527 465.142  
 464.448 465.034  
 464.540 465.106  
 464.522 465.102  
 464.559 464.976  
 464.515 464.957  
 464.556 464.992  
 464.556 464.846  
 464.534 464.825  
 464.576 464.944  
 464.455 465.198  
 464.592 465.140  
 464.538 464.973  
 464.575 464.991  
 464.556 464.851  
 464.529 465.014  
 464.467 464.957  
 464.524 464.976  
 464.507 464.820  
 464.368 464.977  
 464.512 464.894  
 464.578 464.959  
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 464.460 464.730  
 464.406 464.794  
 464.634 464.854  
 464.502 464.786  
 464.303 464.455  
 464.366 464.969  
 464.322 464.803  
 464.516 464.782  
 464.424 464.934  
 464.570 465.167  
 464.431 465.274  
 464.483 465.118  
 464.335 465.161  
 464.617 465.033  
 464.537 465.060  
 464.521 464.950  
 464.472  464.913 
 464.514  465.135 
 464.559  465.938 
 464.499  465.283 
 464.550  465.353 
 464.584  465.217 
 464.553  465.278 
 464.626  465.163 
 464.492  465.295 
 464.494  465.295 
 464.562  465.135 
 464.644  465.246 
 463.761  465.091 
 464.597  465.138 
 464.507  465.041 
 464.532  465.058 
 464.633  465.120 
 464.634  465.104 
 464.727  465.034 
 464.517  465.054 
 464.696  464.963 
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 464.519  465.048 
 464.256  464.989 
 464.588  465.137 
 464.557  465.271 
 464.597  465.323 
 464.448  465.110 
 464.501  464.971 
 464.609  465.024 
 464.345  465.132 
 464.549  464.599 
 464.571  464.906 
 464.513  464.924 
 464.554  465.331 
 464.477  465.319 
 464.590  465.321 
 464.544  465.482 
 464.378  465.272 
 464.418  464.982 
 464.510  465.204 
 464.660  465.348 
 464.578  465.237 
 464.535  465.279 
 464.732  465.467 
 464.631  465.379 
 464.403  465.330 
 464.558  465.184 
 464.659  465.392 
 464.488  465.410 
 464.494  465.330 
 464.445  465.217 
 464.489  465.144 
 464.571  465.013 
 464.562  464.996 
 464.524  465.078 
 464.453  464.950 
 464.372  464.869 
 464.543  465.106 
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 464.509  465.173 
 464.495  465.248 
 464.498  465.190 
 464.409  465.199 
 464.530  465.257 
 464.269  465.053 
 464.638  464.884 
 464.513  464.902 
 464.208  465.039 
 464.228  465.119 
 464.254  465.018 
 464.516  464.986 
 464.469  465.044 
 464.445  465.122 
  464.514   465.067 
  No Load          (0 MPa) Peak 
Position  
Load (60 MPa) 
Peak Position  
Load (67 MPa) 
Peak Position   
Standard Deviation 0.119 0.165 0.185 
Minimum  463.761 464.455 464.599 
Maximum  464.732 465.274 465.938 
Range 0.971 0.819 1.339 
Average 464.507 464.993 465.148 
Maximum Raman Shift   1.513 2.177 
Minimum Raman Shift   -0.277 -0.133 
Raman Stress Shift   0.486 0.642 
+ Uncertainty    0.247 





3.2 Tig03 Raman Data 
Experiment Tig03 data including; grid point, spatial coordinates, corrected loaded and unloaded 
peak position, Raman stress shift, and Stress magnitude. Loaded and unloaded peak positions are 
located at the same positions on the surface of the test sample. Uncertainty is from the RQa3 
experiment. The stress shift uncertainty was calculated from the Raman stress shift uncertainty 





Unloaded      
(0 MPa) Peak 
Position 






 Stress (MPa) 
x y 
1 0 0 464.757 465.256 0.499 61.871 
2 0 -10 464.689 465.676 0.987 122.271 
3 0 -20 464.525 465.563 1.038 128.609 
4 0 -30 464.179 465.470 1.291 159.998 
5 0 -40 464.668 465.538 0.870 107.764 
6 0 -50 464.521 465.226 0.704 87.278 
7 0 -60 464.789 465.048 0.259 32.080 
8 0 -70 465.096 465.376 0.280 34.700 
9 0 -80 464.317 465.212 0.896 111.001 
10 0 -90 464.603 465.463 0.860 106.553 
11 0 -100 464.410 465.348 0.938 116.280 
12 0 -110 464.391 465.193 0.802 99.436 
13 0 -120 464.479 465.141 0.662 81.994 
14 0 -130 464.622 465.437 0.814 100.886 
15 0 -140 464.768 465.243 0.475 58.887 
16 0 -150 464.691 465.470 0.778 96.468 
17 0 -160 464.691 465.659 0.968 120.002 
18 0 -170 464.407 465.360 0.954 118.160 
19 0 -180 464.499 465.620 1.122 139.001 
20 0 -190 464.701 465.002 0.301 37.287 
21 0 -200 464.923 465.467 0.544 67.389 
22 0 -210 464.778 465.576 0.798 98.887 
23 0 -220 464.634 465.190 0.556 68.918 
24 0 -230 464.685 465.297 0.612 75.818 
25 0 -240 464.874 465.274 0.401 49.630 
26 0 -250 464.282 465.106 0.824 102.098 
27 0 -260 464.684 465.224 0.540 66.887 
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28 0 -270 464.804 465.290 0.486 60.239 
29 0 -280 464.574 465.112 0.538 66.652 
30 0 -290 464.899 465.500 0.600 74.388 
31 -10 0 464.698 465.462 0.764 94.694 
32 -10 -10 464.738 465.474 0.736 91.237 
33 -10 -20 464.549 465.511 0.962 119.193 
34 -10 -30 464.530 465.481 0.952 117.933 
35 -10 -40 464.412 465.474 1.061 131.492 
36 -10 -50 464.587 465.074 0.487 60.296 
37 -10 -60 464.567 465.245 0.679 84.122 
38 -10 -70 464.714 465.384 0.670 83.049 
39 -10 -80 464.542 465.423 0.881 109.192 
40 -10 -90 464.584 465.576 0.992 122.917 
41 -10 -100 464.360 465.164 0.804 99.587 
42 -10 -110 464.666 465.143 0.477 59.073 
43 -10 -120 464.645 465.330 0.685 84.863 
44 -10 -130 464.679 465.468 0.788 97.691 
45 -10 -140 464.553 465.492 0.939 116.308 
46 -10 -150 464.729 465.528 0.800 99.108 
47 -10 -160 464.673 465.757 1.084 134.329 
48 -10 -170 464.702 465.321 0.619 76.725 
49 -10 -180 464.422 465.204 0.782 96.902 
50 -10 -190 464.612 465.436 0.824 102.080 
51 -10 -200 464.074 465.017 0.943 116.820 
52 -10 -210 464.665 465.240 0.576 71.330 
53 -10 -220 464.580 465.128 0.549 67.974 
54 -10 -230 464.612 465.147 0.535 66.262 
55 -10 -240 464.631 465.398 0.767 94.987 
56 -10 -250 464.529 465.101 0.572 70.908 
57 -10 -260 464.617 465.171 0.554 68.636 
58 -10 -270 464.399 465.507 1.107 137.206 
59 -10 -280 464.240 464.925 0.685 84.929 
60 -10 -290 464.519 465.112 0.593 73.490 
61 -20 0 464.509 465.370 0.861 106.685 
62 -20 -10 464.838 465.735 0.897 111.203 
63 -20 -20 464.682 465.515 0.833 103.249 
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64 -20 -30 464.479 465.066 0.587 72.749 
65 -20 -40 464.410 465.351 0.942 116.679 
66 -20 -50 464.631 465.562 0.931 115.393 
67 -20 -60 464.676 465.333 0.657 81.468 
68 -20 -70 464.441 465.188 0.746 92.496 
69 -20 -80 464.603 465.281 0.678 84.055 
70 -20 -90 464.728 465.359 0.631 78.147 
71 -20 -100 464.694 465.394 0.699 86.654 
74 -20 -130 464.544 465.457 0.913 113.134 
75 -20 -140 464.695 465.466 0.770 95.444 
76 -20 -150 463.854 464.659 0.805 99.749 
77 -20 -160 464.441 465.457 1.016 125.938 
78 -20 -170 464.496 465.357 0.861 106.749 
79 -20 -180 464.695 465.595 0.900 111.530 
80 -20 -190 464.374 465.318 0.944 117.028 
81 -20 -200 464.622 465.414 0.791 98.060 
82 -20 -210 464.865 465.401 0.536 66.408 
83 -20 -220 464.607 465.420 0.813 100.725 
84 -20 -230 464.647 465.403 0.757 93.746 
85 -20 -240 464.563 465.297 0.735 91.058 
86 -20 -250 464.571 465.406 0.835 103.498 
87 -20 -260 464.653 465.271 0.618 76.587 
88 -20 -270 464.623 465.046 0.423 52.364 
89 -20 -280 464.172 465.094 0.921 114.177 
90 -20 -290 464.625 465.285 0.660 81.778 
91 -30 0 464.746 465.529 0.782 96.908 
92 -30 -10 464.544 465.458 0.913 113.159 
93 -30 -20 464.755 465.436 0.681 84.396 
94 -30 -30 464.581 465.619 1.038 128.670 
95 -30 -40 464.875 465.591 0.717 88.789 
96 -30 -50 464.646 465.336 0.690 85.442 
97 -30 -60 464.612 465.540 0.928 115.054 
98 -30 -70 464.719 465.481 0.762 94.468 
99 -30 -80 464.579 465.224 0.645 79.923 
100 -30 -90 464.715 465.220 0.504 62.504 
101 -30 -100 464.501 465.030 0.528 65.458 
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102 -30 -110 464.604 465.277 0.673 83.367 
103 -30 -120 464.689 465.272 0.583 72.243 
104 -30 -130 464.379 465.183 0.804 99.596 
105 -30 -140 464.559 465.216 0.657 81.436 
106 -30 -150 464.404 465.262 0.858 106.319 
107 -30 -160 464.562 465.265 0.703 87.081 
108 -30 -170 464.593 465.164 0.571 70.740 
109 -30 -180 464.093 464.863 0.770 95.467 
110 -30 -190 464.355 465.169 0.813 100.798 
111 -30 -200 464.656 465.371 0.714 88.517 
112 -30 -210 464.729 465.427 0.698 86.490 
113 -30 -220 464.679 465.259 0.580 71.823 
114 -30 -230 464.190 464.749 0.559 69.260 
115 -30 -240 464.677 465.413 0.736 91.229 
116 -30 -250 464.539 465.283 0.744 92.200 
117 -30 -260 464.587 465.297 0.710 88.011 
118 -30 -270 464.906 465.415 0.509 63.054 
119 -30 -280 464.605 465.078 0.474 58.719 
120 -30 -290 464.799 465.399 0.600 74.344 
      Unloaded      
(0 MPa) Peak 
Position 






 Stress (MPa) 
      
Standard Deviation 0.184 0.193 0.189 23.165 
Minimum    463.854 464.659 0.259 32.080 
Maximum    465.096 465.757 1.291 159.998 
Range     1.242 1.098 1.032 127.919 
Average     464.587 465.328 0.741 91.330 
+ Uncertainty        0.253 31.351 
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